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Standing Loyally by;. the Republican Ticket
and Declarea It Far Superior to the '
Hybrid Nominations.!.
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"I have been somewhat embarrassed

X
X

of

considerably annoyed by reports
Belgian Syndicate Raises Eigh Candidate Who Wasted Money A Four Act Farce Comedy With and
that have reached me to the effect
St It Is not R test ot party fealty. So declares the Republican platform.
teen Million Dollars for
in Primaries Now Must
As the
St The fact that the National W. C. T. U. yesterday In convention at
that I was disappointed and diagram-ele..'.'. Government.
St Milwaukee, passed a resolution In its favor, and that Archbishop St
over not having received the
"Motif."
Spend More.
St
nomination for governor on the RepubJ. B. Pitaval and Bishop Quayle, the latter by inference, and the St
St
St former unequivocally, have declared against It, cannot be construed
ddy
Carlsbad'. N. M., Oct.
In lican ticket," said Nathan Jaffa, terriPeking, Nov. 1. Yuan Shi Kai has
(The following a a
St as their taking a stand In favor .of apy party or party ticket, This St
been appointed premier of China and county politics took, a hew turn this four acts, with "four flushing" as the torial secretary today. "I understand
St
central
and
the
Republican
St Is the view that the Republican party
that It is being said in some sections
he will organize a new cabinet as soon morning, when the progressive Demo- riot).
St committee have taken of the matter. The following telegram from St
as he assumes bis post
particularly my home town of Roswell
Act One.
crats filed a county ticket with the
St
stand:
the
same
B.
takes
Pitaval
St Archbishop J.
Akers and Levy of Santa Fe hav- that I am a passive participant in this
Meanwhile, Prince Chlng, whom orobate clerk. The county has been
St
1911.
31,
October
New
York,
X
Yuan Shi Kai succeeds, will continue so overwhelmingly Democratic that it ing heard that White and Stockard campaign and that I am not actively
St Paul A. P. Walter, Editor Santa Fe New Mexican, Santa Fe, N. M. St
his duties as acting premier and will has been impossible ta make a break had $1,000 to wager that W. C. Mc- supporting H. 0. Bursum for governor
St TO THE PEOPLE OF NEW MEXICO:
as associate premiers Na Tung in the ranks for twenty years. The Donald will be elected Governor of and that I am not greatly concerned
have
St
St
I am Informed that an, attempt has been made to make use of my
Hbu
Shlh Chang, who up to the Republicans have kept up their or- New Mexico, on November 7, 1911, whether he Is elected or not. Nothing
and
St
St name as head of the Cathollo Church in New Mexico to further the
time
have been vice presi- ganization, but never was there a and bad offered a reward of $25 to get could be further from the truth.
present
St
St political ambitions of one of tbe political parties in the Territory.
Now (he bet covered, wired
that they
ot the cabinet
show of breaking the- column.
Party Loyalty.
dents
St
of
church
that
the
followers
St
It this is so, I wish to assure all true
"I want to state right here that I
split In the Dem would accept the bet and also claim
there is a
Office.
- St
Redistribute
i
enterin
no
am
way
and
untrue
that
I
St such, statements are entirely
am actively and openly supporting
results of tbe pri- the reward.
The
camp.
ocratic
St
Prince Chlng has been made presi- maries on October 14th were far from
St ing into party Issues In this campaign.
H. O. Bursum and the straight RepubAct Two.
St
J. B. PITAVAL,
dent of the privy council and Na
to a large number of
Scene Roswell.
lican ticket. I Tas at no time an acjj
vice
had. St
presi- Satisfactory
Shlh
Blue
Hsu
and
Chang
the
letter
Ballot,
in
his
Pitaval
opposing
Tung
St
cona
Archbishop
Time 11:11 a. m October 24, 1911. tive candidate tor the nomination of
voters. In fact It was roregone
dents. We Kuang Tao, formerly vice clusion
St said: "You will find enclosed my views on the matter (blue ballot) St
the
The following telegram was sent by governor on the Republican state tick
that the ticket named at
St
roy of Kwang Tung province, becomes Democratic primaries would not suit a White and Stockard to Akers and et. I was willing and
St which you are at liberty to use as you choose the best"
ready to accept
Hu Nana provSt
conA
Democrats.
This, the Republican Central Committee has done by publishing the St viceroy of Hu peh and
of
Levy: Deposit your money with First that nomination, bad it been offered to
Shlh Chang lurge number
St
Is
a
and
10th
National
Archbishop's views on the Blue Ballot, but connecting him in no St inces, to which office Yuan
here.
October
held
Bank
was
with
Ours
vention
me and that far and no further was I
was elevated when he was recently
St manner whatever with the party tickets or party isBues. The follow- - St
ticket was named. Few people especi them, we will pay reward. Answer. a candidate.
to
banishment
official
St
from
recalled
St ing telegram wag Bent Archbishop Pitaval today:
Further Information on the subject
"H. O. Bursum or any other Repub
ally in the south part of the county,
Santa Fe, N. M Oct. 31, 1911. St reBtore the imperial authority in the realized that the movement was Berl- - was sent from Roswell at 8:57 p. m.
X
lican bad a right to that nomination,
distrire
In
the
St
southern
provinces.
St Most Reverend J. B. Pitaval,
was cousmerea a con of the same day as follows:
best
oub.
At
it
I am supporting him as a loyal Reand
St
bution of offices, the present mlnlBter vention of a few soroheadR. In the
609 East Fifth Street,
St
Akers & Levy, Santa Fe.
'
publican becauae be was the choice of
of war, General Yin Tchang, who was meantime a careful canvass has been
New York City,
Si
"J. P. White and J. W. Stockard that convention. And
furthermore, I
in supreme command of the imperial made
We have seen your telegram to the New Mexican. If you were in- - St
St
by the progressives and a strong have deposited one thousand dollars know well, that had I been the nomi
troops until be was superseded by organization (perfected.' They have with us for bet.
St formed that the Republican party has attempted to make use of St
insist
that nee, Mr. Bursum would have supportThey
Yuan Shi Kai, is made chief of the selected men that have a
St your name as head of the Catholic Church to further its political St
standing in money must be covered here In this ed me as I am now supporting bim,
Your letter expressing St
general staff. This much of the pro- the county and will give the regulars bank.
St ambitions yo.u were incorrectly informed.
If satisfactory,
send your
and loyally.
the
by
gram hastily constructed
St your vlewB against the proposed amendment to our constitution was St
of agree- actively, openely
a run worth while.
money and memorandum
A Good Republican.
throne In the hope of appeasing the
St printed and circulated and that is all that has been done. Any state- - St
was filed this ment to be signed by both parties to
ticket
The
following
For the information of my friends
We are mailing you copy of St
revolutionists, was made effective by
St ments to the contrary are untrue.
State Senator, E. T. Duna- - wager and bank."
and the citizens of New Mexico, I deSt
an imperial edict promulgated today. morning:
St the circular which will speak for itself.
FIRST NATIONAL BANK,
O. H,
way.
representative,
Artesla;
I
the
3t
Earlier in the day, a telegram had
VENCESLAO JARAMILLO,
Jt
E. A. Cahoon, Cashier. sire to state that when found out
Greene, Knowles; sheriff, H. B. Wright
sentiment of the delegates In the Las
been received from Yuan Shlh Kai, in
Chairman Republican Central Committee. St
St
Act Three.
C. F. Erb; school
treasurer,
Artesla;
which he asked that he be appointed
Akers ft Levy Bent the following Vegas convention, as a good Republi
KStSStSSXStStSiXXStStSiX .stststxstststststststsixststst
Mrs. E. T. Wood;
superintendent
acting premier and set forth his im county commissioner, fjrst district, A. memorandum to Cashier Cahoon ac- can and a man who has the welfare
New Mexico at heart, I
He
mediate plans for restoring peace.
A. Bearup, Carlsbad;
third district cepting the terms of White and Stock- and future of
decided not to allow my name to be
Silver City, White Water district, proposed, he said, to stop the aggres Charles
POLICE ASKED TO LOCATE
tbe
ot
ard
the
faith
Santa
and
showing
Par'due, Loving.
but
GIRL. Central Group, F. L. Cox, deputy sur- sive movement of the Imperial Hoops
The candidates named at the Demo- Fean, N. Salmon, who put up the brought before that convention
and to open negotiations with the cratic
veyor.
made a bard
for money, that H. O. Bursum will be elec- withdrew absolutely from the race for
Blue
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Cerrllos Family Afraid 8he Has Run
.
Away to Illinois to Wed
Young Man.

Territorial Treasurer Rufua J. Pa-le- n
has received the following sums
for the treasury:
Eugenio Romero
treasurer of San Miguel county, 1558.-90- ;
Game and Fish Warden. Thomas
,
P. Gable, 4.50.
New Postmasters.
The following are new postmasters
appointed in New Mexico and Arizona:
Cantara.
William H.
Elenberg,
Curry county, N. M.
La
Cecelia Alvarez,
Union, Dona
Ana county, N. M.
Cedar
Simeon
Schwemberger,
Springs Navajo county, Ariz.
Many Have Colds.
Many of the officials at the capltol
are suffering from colds and it is with
difficulty that they continue their
at political
work. The attendance
meetings held in steam heated rooms
with windows wide open and doors
swinging, the difficulty of getting
overcoats to suit this kind of weather
and the burden of removing such apparel at the proper time, all are given as causes for the malady. Then,
too, the "fever" preceding the first
state election may be responsible.
Love Finds a Way.
Captain Fred Fornoff of the New
Mexico Mounted Police has returned
from Cerrlllos where he has been Investigating a rather unusual case. It
appears that on. Saturday night, Violet Scaramella, aged 13 years, departed without telling anyone where
she was going. On Monday, or two
days afterward, Charles Ferrlo, aged
21, also left Cerrlllos suddenly. Then
it leaked out that Ferrlo was said to
be In love with Miss Scaramella and
it Is alleged that owing to her extreme
youth the match was opposed by her
parents. It 1b thought that Ferrlo
may have sent her ahead of him to
his home In Illinois with the intention
of following her there and marrying
her. At all events an effort will be
made to locate the young girl and
perhaps bring her back to her home.
Timber Sale.
The department of the interior in
another column asks for bids to cut
the timber on 130,000 acres of the
Indian Reservation In Rio Arriba county, approximating 130,000,000
board feet. . Bids will be received up
to noon, February 1, 1912.
In Lai Cruces.
Adjutant General A. S. Brookes has
gone to Las Cruces to attend to National Guard matters. The adjutant
general has received assurances that
Congress will pass the bill paying
the guardsmen, a reasonable sum for
.111
- .. iiuiB
Htlln
.1.1.. 1.111
.........It..,. umi'o,
nuu
uiu mil
uiiviiuiug
arouse keener Interest in the guard
throughout the country.
Mineral 8urveys Approved,
Surveyor General John W. March
has approved the following mineral
survey applications:
No. 1444, Emil A, WIggers, Silver
City, Good Light Group, Virginia district, Deputy Surveyor F. L. Cox.
No. 1441, Chlno Copper Company,
Silver City, Sunset Group,
Central
Mining District, Deputy Surveyor F.
L. Cox.
No. 1448, Chlno Copper
Company,
Silver City, Lawson Group, Central
Mining District, Deputy Surveyor F.
L. Cox.
No, 1449, Chlno Copper

Company,

No. 1450, Chlno Copper Company,
Sliver City, Quitter Group , Central
Mining district, Deputy Surveyor F.
L. Cox.
No. 1452, J. E. Curry, Blsbee, Clay
Placer district, Antelope Pasa, E. F.
Morton, deputy surveyor.
ComNd. 1456, Mistletoe
Mining
a
pany, Socorro, Enterprise Group,
Group, W. If.' Herrick deputy
surveyor.,'
No, 1457, Magdalena Tunnel Company, Socorro, Lion .Group, Magdalena district, W. H. Hernck, deputy
surveyor.
Postmaster Burke Back.
Postmaster E. C.
has returned from Wash.ngton where ha attended the convention of the National
Association of Postmasters
and at
which he introduced a resolution asking the government to
its franking stamp system so that
postmasters will get credit for handling a great volume of official mall
which now goes through without any
account being kept of It. Mr. Burke
said the resolution was passed unanimously and there seems no reason
why It shall not pasa Congress. If It
does pass, the salaries of postmasters will not only be Increased but the
postal force will also be enlarged,
of
adding greatly to the efficiency
each office.
While
in Washington
Burke
on
called
Mr,
several officials,
and says that Santa Fe is going to
that'
J25O.O00
get
postofflce and $16,-00- 0
postofflce site. Mr. Burke also
arranged for the appointment of an
additional carrier at this postofflce.

BUSINESSMEN KILLED IN
MI8TAKE FOR GAME.
Third Wounded by Pot Hunter' at
Early Dawn at May's Land.
Ing, New Jersey,
May's Landing, N. J., Nov. 1. Mistaken for deer in the elnnm
f tho
early dawn, Constant Steelman and
jonn Yost, businessmen of Pleosant- ville, were killed, and William .Tarvi
of the same place, was injured today,
when a hunter tired at them at Wey
mouth, six miles from here. The man
who made the fatal mistake
Haiti
to be Charles NorcroBS, a stranger In

tne

neign Dorhood.

JUDGE TURNS OVER
BOOKS TO GRAND JURY.
Incriminating Evidence Against
Namara Brothers and the
Labor Unions,

Mo- -

Indtanapolls. Ind.. Nov. 1 Pn.
session of account books of the International Association of Bridge and
Structural Iron Workers, find nthar
evidence in the
McNamara
brothers dynamiting cases was today
granted to the federal grand Jury by
Judge Joseph Markey of the criminal
court of this county.
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Chicago. Oct. 30.
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TIiaoksKlving
proclamation.
calling on citizens of the Unit- ed States to celebrate Thnra.
day, the 30th of November, next
as a day of thanksgiving and
prayer.
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supporting the Republican ticket, tbe
Republican party and the Republican
piriform from top to bottom.
Not an Office Seeker.
"This undercurrent of talk for political effect, that I was not treated
right by the party, that I was
traded off, that I secretly have a knife
out for Bursum or any other Republi
can, is a lot ot rot. I am standing as
I always have stood, for the Republican party and Its nominees end princl-pieThe Republican party has honored me repeatedly, anu that same
convention at Las Vegas, I know from
my talks with many of the delegates,
would have placed me on the ticket
in any one of several positons, bad I
but said the word. I was not seeking
office, and I told my friends so, very
plainly.
"I want to say to my friends In New
Mexico that I believe the ticket nominated by the Las Vegas convention is
a good one and that by contrast with
the Democratic state ticket, it is, in
many respects, far superior.
Necessary for Prosperity.
"I believe that the success of the
Republican party and the' organization
of the first state government under
Republican regime, are absolutely necessary for prosperity and 'develop."
ment, which have become so manifest
under Republican administration in
the past and hence I am supporting
the straight Republican ticket and
every man Individually and collective-l- y
thereon. I have told my friends
whom I have met from time to time,
my attitude in this election and I am
surprised Indeed, that knowing my
sentiments as they must have known
them, that any one would undertaoke
to circulate for political
effect, any
statement that I was not now, as In
the past, loyally standing by the Republican party and Its ticket Were
I not doing so with heart
and soul,
I would indeed be a poor citizen to
be
holding a place on the executive committee, a position I now hold as a
of the southeastern
representative
counties."

fight
primaries
rebel leader, General Ll Yuen Heng, the
the nomination and did so voluntarily
nomination,
expecting that the ted instead of W. C. McDonald:
forthwith.
Santa Fe, N. M October 25, 1911 and with the best of feeling toward all
nomination was equal to an election.
A Chinese Roosevelt
the men In that convention and In the
The successful candidates will have Mr. E. A. Cahoon, CaBhler,
The edict accepts the resignations to make anothef fight and raise some
First National Bank,
party.
of tbe ministers, which were tendered more money to meet the progressive
"Naturally therefor, I resent any atRoswell, New Mexico.
of the ticket' It means a whirlwind
following tbe acquiescence
tempt to put me in the light of being
cam- Dear Sir:
We inclose you herewith In tripli- disgruntled and ot not being actively
throne in the demands of the national paign of two weeks and the burning of
assembly and the army league. Ref- much gasoline to cover the hills and cate a memorandum of the bet made
erence to Yuan Shlh Kai's future pre- plains of Eddy coup.-V- .
The Demo- between us and Stockard and White
' great rivers and ' broad- - mesas; its
eminence Is made as follows: "When cratic spilt will greaiiy help the Re each signed by us, and each to be HOLM O. BURSUM -- 13
in
One copy complete
he has arranged matters a little
CONFIDENT OF VICTORY, blue skies and its health giving sun-- I
signed by them.
publican state ticket.
shine.
thall be deposited In your institution.
Hu Peh province, let him come to
"I want to see New Mexico one of
one copy retained by Stockard and Republicans Are the Truly Progres-- j
Peking and organize a complete cabl GEORGE
RANDOLPH CHESTER
i 'he great
states in the Union, Its
White and one returned to us. You
net and carry out immediately reforms
and It Stands for the
sive
Party
'
TODAY. should sign also.
sources developed, Its people happy
in politics and all other matters, and
for Working
.and busy, its business and enterprise
We enclose also a draft on the
"pending Yuan Shlh Kal's reign, let
and Business Man.
prosperous and the man who toils
Commercial National Bank of Kansas
the former ministers continue their Celebrated Author Weds
Before
is
Final
Divorce
any capacity what ever, gettin his
duties without negligence."
City, Kansas, for one thousand dollars
iinim n nurRiim. his steo vigorous
Signed.
being our part of the money, to be and apparently as fresh and tireless share of the good things of life.
Jobs for the Rebels.
'
1 d0
In
accorca what may be utter-Bursuheld and handled by you
as the day he began the campaign Mr.
.
The leaders of the National AssemNew York. Nov. 1. The arrival nf dance with tbe said memorandum.
had suffered not a ? against me for my record Is clean
toapparently
met
close
friends
Yuan's
with
bly
the Kronplnz
Wilhelm here today
am
and
I
will
that
before
understood
the people openly,
you
It is
pay
campaigning
day and decided that the government trom Europe, led to tbe discovery over the money to us In case we win, whit, from the arduous him
through honestly and on a man to man basis,
trips which have carried
should be required to accept all the that Georee Randoluh Chester, thn
and of course we look the counties In eastern New Mexico, It is no mere honor that appeals to
and
vice
versa,
demands of the army league as Issued author and playwright- - was aboard
to you to see that the agreement is In the Pecos valley and in the south- - me in this campaign such as the
from Lanchau on October 9. It was with a young woman whom he said he
t any omce in tbe first state-,
fulfilled.
j
western counties.
also decided to require the appoint had married recently in Paris.
a campaign at the hands of the
We can get another bet for $1000.00
said Mr. Bur- "I'm not. a . bit tired,"
ment to high offices of General Ll Yuen
.
.
.
.
When it was nolnted nut tn Mi. immediately, and will do so provided
fco , h..l u fm
fihnnM
uuuesr.
n - ou t...
sum "and I nave enjoyea my inp uo-- i vntpr
Heng, the rebel commander, and Tang Chester that the divorce proceedings that we are
as In this case, i cause
pec-- love for this great state of its people
the
given,
to
out
among
like
I
get
Hua Lung, the rebel governor of Hu urougni Dy nis tormer wife had reachreward or compensation of $25.00, but i toiu with them and meet them:""i of its future.
I expect to spend
eh.
ed only the stage of an interlocutory In
case a second bet Is made, In order
?" the remaining years of my life
man.
Price of Opium Goes Up.
decree, signed October 12th. nnd that to even things up, we want the Capl-- ! man for
and
to
here
build
up and prosper and
"I have certainly received the great-Amoy, China, Nov. 1. Planters here tbe final decree could not be
lal City Bank, J. H. Vaughn, Vice-- I est courtesy everywhere I have gone grow with New Mexico and her peo-Ovare taking advantage of the confusion until 90 days had elapsed, he granted
P'- rushed President and Manager to bo the
in some of the banner Democratic
nrlslng from revolutionary activities In agitation to the nearest tptonhnna stakeholder as you are in this case.
counties I have been treated royally ' "The Republican party is the party
and are raising an unprecedented crop and called up his lawyer. Afterward,
f progress and prosperity and in
Very truly yours,
and I appreciate the spirit shown by
of (op!um in defiance of the prohibi- no said: "I nnd that I committed no
the audiences 1 have had and their New Mexico at this time, it can point
tory laws.
crime In marrying abroad. I married
indl- with pride to Its record. Understate
Act Four.
open and frank discussions as
It appears likely that the authori- Miss Daremo in Paris as soon as I Scene: Santa Fe.
with the election of our
viduals, when I met them personally.! government,
ties will be powerless to mete out pun- got word that my wife had obtained a Time: 2 p. m., October 30.
"The more a man travels around in own officials and with the impetus
ishment for some time to come, and as divorce." The new Mrs. rhoator la
which
statehood
will give In every
and Levy were having pleas this
of
Akers
a result, the price of opium ou tbe an artist who has Illustrated
great new state Irrespective
the Republican
many of ant dreams of making a cool thousand party or politics, the more he Is
party can do
local market has fallen suddenly from Mr. Chester's stories. Mrs. Chester's
dollars a week from tomorrow when pressed with the fact that while we many times what It has done iu the
15,600 to $4,000 per chest.
suit named her as
the dream was spoilt by the arrival have people here whose forefathers past, to Insure that under statehood
Veteran Recruits From Manila.
of the following telegram,
showing have been here for generations, that we shall prosper as never before,
TICKET IN
where McDonald stands in the hearts while we have people from the east,! "I feel that I know the people of
Manila, Nov. 1. Chinese veterans REPUBLICAN
New Mexico pretty well and I
of the war with Japan are preparing
SANDOVAL
ls
COUNTY, of his alleged backers:
the north, the south, from all over
to send a shipload of soldiers from
Roswell, N. M., October 30.
land of our nation, we have heve that every man on the Republt--a
great
can
ticket
and
is
to
Stockard
White citizenship that can not be equalled;
Manila
China. Nearly all the old
"BLUFFED!
Senator, Eplmenlo A. Mlera,
going to be elected on
Chinese soldiers, who are employed
Representative from Sandoval coun. He down."
I don't care what, November 7."
in any state-a- nd
In or near Manila, have been mar- ty, E. M. Sandoval.
E. A. CAHOON. Cashier.
state it is. The people of New Mexi'i
shalled to the cause and are holding
Sheriff, Cornello M. Sandoval.
co will measure up man lor mmi
dcaho indicted
of
Tfiree companies
dafjy drillsi
Treasurer, Alejandro Sandoval.
AS WELU AS BULLS,
with any of them.
HEIRS MUST RESIDE
trained men are ready to leave,
Assessor, Delflno Baca.
are
Mexico
UPON HOMESTEAD.
"And the people in New
Probate Judge, Preclllano Ortiz.
Canton Will Surrender,
Governor's' Conference at New Orthinking,
honorable,
County clerk, Alfredo Montoya.
San Francisco, Calif. Nov. 1. Adleans Has Prepared a Mem-orlAnd Must Cultivate It to Make Final eood all around American citizens,
of
schools.
Ertuardo
Superintendent
around
to
real
get
vices were received here today from
and it is a
pleasure
to Taft.
Proof, Declares Secretary
D Salazar.
that
I
as
to
and
fee',
them
feel,
of Interior.
among
Shanghai by the Chinese Free Press,
Commissioners:
M
district.
First
state
a
to
make
are
1.
these
New
S.
going
That
people
Dak., Nov.
reporting that rebels had driven back
Orleans, La., Oot. 31. The
Rapid City,
the Imperial forces and had establish Reyes Lucero; second district, O. G. residence upon and cultivation of a we can be proud of. '
governors' conference will prepare a
"And you take those men who nave memorial to President Taft
ed themselves In the town of Shak- - uonzaies; third district, Francisco C bomstead muBt be made -- y the heirs
de Baca.
asking
Hied
that the cotton farmers be squarely
of a claim holder who .dies before come into New Mexico and have
hou, about twenty miles to the north
en
Surveyor, E. M. Fenton.
of Hankow. During the attacks
dealt with In the matter of employing
his residence time Is up is the deci- upon homesteads. The nerve and
to the Sherman Anti-trusion of Secretary of Interior In the ergy and courage that It takes
against Hankow, the Imperial forces FEDERAL JUDGE
law in the
DENIES
so nianj
when
were under the command of General
of William Bartsch against reclaim land now,
contest
speculative world; suggesting that if
INJUNCTION TO RAILROAD.
of acquiring a home are it Is Just to
Fung Kwok Chong. It also Is stated
the claim of the heirs of Thomas easier paths
indict bulls of the cotton
open to the people, is one of the very market then the
that the Peking government had re Thirteen of Them
Brown.
government should
of the manner In
Object to Reduction
ceived a telegram from Viceroy Chung
live on the home- best indications
not
did
heirs
The
display an equal activity in prosecutof Freight Rates By State of
which the resources of this state, down
those
more
a
than
on
after
for
stead
ing
the
Ming Chi of Canton, reporting his
year
other side of the
be
Missouri.
,
to the minutest detail, are going to
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But what more need be said? Any up San Juan county's prosperity and session of
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The pall of uncertainty hangs over not seem like asking very much from
candidates on the Democratic office seekers.
meet certain definite charges against
Who Is He?
by mistake as can be learned from his ticket are Interested in town
New Mexico today, Business, raining, each Republican, It would not entail a
in
him.
sites,
of
Apparently, Mr. Johnson entireThe
office
the
mounted
make
police
It
would
and
great
sacrifice,
yet,
incomparable speeches embalmed in land and water
speculation, how DID HE MEAN HANNA AND VAN sheep and cattle growers, all suffer the Republican victory on November has received a telegram from Mount ly failed to realize that a government
the printed record before the House
from
the
to
political doubt that aeems
officer In pursuit of crime must be
many are lawyers? If they realize all
and Senate Committees, but for H. O.
8TONE?
stay capital and enterprise in every 7 bo overwhelming that It would con- ed Policeman J. B. Rush stating that careful that his own conduct is not
these things, they will certainly not
he wishes to know the Identity of a
cheer
of
the
to
BurBum to split an Infinitive when in
vey
the
message
party
direction.
It
at
is
the
true,
Just before the adjournment of the
country
vote to put in power the grasping
to serious criticism.
Assistant
the heat of a political argument, is the
throughout the nation and would btlf Indian, half negro suspect arrest- open
gang that today controls the destinies state convention held by the Demo- large expects New Mexico to go Re- have a tremendous effect on the Na- ted in Chama. The man la six feet Secretary Adams and the officials of
unpardonable sin that cannot be for of the Democratic
but
business
and
are
publican,
crats
capital
on
Fe
October
at
Santa
and
5th,
organization.
tall and weighs 160 pounds. He has the Indian service are quite as zealso sensitive, are so timid, these days tional election in 1912.
given.
ous In prosecutions against those who
prior to the adoption of the resolution
yellow spots on bis face and protenda
foroed upon that convention by the that there will be no revival, no in
sell liquor to the Indians as Is Mr.
be
to
cow
A
Has It ever struck you why it is The Sunday edition of the Albu
a
waa
letter
flux of money, no development of reThe New Mexican is well pleased
puncher.
Johnson. If his discretion had been at
that ten of the sixteen nominees on querque Morning Journal, It Is ap- distinguished Texas politician, Felix sources by enterprise, until the elec- with the reports from every corner of found on him addressed to his sweetall equal to his zeal, he would have
the Democratic state ticket are law- parent, seeks to desecrate the Sab- Martinez, Judge Sherry sounded a note tion returns make it certain that the the county. Santa Fe county will give heart and it Indicates he la badiy
been continued In the service. Unforof warning in substantially the followyers? Why half a-- dozen of these bath lately with the most villainous
commonwealth is to enjoy five years the largest Republican majority to wanted somewhere. The man stated tunately this was not the case."
nominees are Interested in town sites, sort of a paper It can scramble to- ing language:
of stability, of sane government, un Its credit In many a year. There is not to some person that he had been fol"As a Democrat who has followed der a
In
large tractB of land, In water rights gether, for on each Sunday it reaches
reliable, constitution and Re a candidate who will receive less than lowed by bloodhounds for 200 miles ANOTHER
DI8QRACEFUL JAIL
speculations? There is significance In the depths of slander and vllliflca-tion- . through sunshine and through cloud, publican state officers.
Then, there five hundred majority and for can- and formerly lived In Oklahoma.. He
BREAK AT ALBUQUERQUE.
I
to
this as well as In the ambition to cod
and
want
It seems to make a specialty through victory
defeat,
will be a gathering of the fruit of didates such as Holm 0. Bursum, the has a bullet wound In the shoulier, it
trol the water rights of the Pecos, of of appealing to church people by hid-- say to you Democrats who have fol
M
A is said. It Is thought ho Is a desperajority will reach a thousand.
statehood, by businessmen, by
Because Don JeBUs Romero needed
the San Juan, of the Rio Grande, the .ing its depravity under the cloak of lowed the doctrine of that great man
by stock growers and farm- poll of precincts that had been con ado and any one who can give a clue ell his old men to electioneer for him
whose
down
name
has
range In Lincoln county by British "good government pretensions,"
the
to
gone
ceded
the
upon
Democrats shows them to his identity should communicate and
but
ers, but not otherwise.
Capital and
consequently put an inexperiencstockholders.
Fortunately, there is It never lifts its voice against the pages of history as the Apostle of enterprise do not flow into a state that to be on the Republican side this with Captain Fornoff of the mount- ed man
In charge of the Bernalillo
no chance of that ticket winning on
liquor traffic, against the red light, American Democracy, Thomas Jeffe- is subject to vagaries that apell po- time. The New Mexican has not ed police force.
county Jail, three prisoners escaped
November 7. If there were, New and on the other band sets a
rsonto not lower your flag upon the litical uncertainty.
heard of a single precinct In the counrepellNames Delegates.
Wednesday afternoon, In a Jail deliv
Mexico might as well shut up shop
ty that will give a clean Democratic
ing example of depravity In its Sun- eve of victory. If we belong to a par
Governor Mills has appointed the ery, second In importance
as to further
only to that
aid day edition that is shocking to the ty in which we are unable to find a
on November 7.
development
majority
to
the
Soutawest-efollowing delegates
of last March. The men were Louis
Holm O. Bursum will go Into the
progress, except by the grace of Brit-1f- sensibilities of every decent citizen.
man sufficiently qualified to fill an ofGood
Interstate
Road
Convention
Bertonl, who has several months to
chair without pledge to any
money-grabberfice of the future state of New Mexico, governor'a
"The only thing free trade has ever which meets In Phoenix, Arizona, No- serve on a serious
man, or to any corporation or to any
charge John Had-leHolm O. Bursum, in the heat of po- then we had better surrender to the
made
vember
9:
Is
declares
a
cheaper
wages,"
alias John W. Ryan, who was
not
Is
Interest.
like W. C.
He
special
An Interesting parallel exhibition, litical
Solomon Luna, Los Lunas; W. H, brought back from
argument or in the fervor of a enemy. For myself, I say, place none McDonald, the manager of British current magaz'ne. What a folly for
Is that letter of Theodore Roosevelt in
Trinidad on the
oration, may at times split but Democrats on guard,"
companies. Hia business, farming, any citizen In this commonwealth Gllllcn)Wa,ter, Albuquerque; B. Spitz, charge of steallns a tvnawrltpi frnm
which he scores unmercifully the campaign
We wonder If Judge Sherry could
his infinitives, as the Democratic
whose
is
on
the
ol
the
prosperity
Sandoval
Albuquerque;
bureau
dependent
Alejandro
and
Interests
are
stock
mining
fHtbleness" of
many,
Immigration, and a man
Hagerenough to say "No," in Eng- have had reference to Messrs. Hanna but be la a poor man nevertheless, protective tariff, to vote for any can Sandoval; E. A. Mlora, Cuba; Cliarlea named Roy, Albuquerque Herald.
man, the creator, and head of the
Van
and
Stone?
H.
and
several
lish, Spanish, Norwegian
spader, Bernalillo; Sylvestre Mira-bal- ,
and employs no wage slaves. Up to didate on a ticket that was nominprogressive movement In New other
San Rafael; Gregory Page, Gallup;
languages, when a proposition
two yeara ago, be was one of the own ated on a platform declaring for a
COUCHING. AT NIGHT.
Mexico, placed side by Bide with the like that
Govwhich
honored
formerr
Samuel
revenue
tariff
for
The New Mexican does not believe ers of the New Mexican Printing Com
Alfred Means losa of sleep, which Is bad for
Bushman, Gallup;
only.
plank In, the Progressive
platform ernor
comes
ffl.
Orunsfeld,
J.
on
up.
Hagerman,
in
the
Albuquerque;
election, but there pany and as such, Insisted that only
Griffith, everyone. Foley's Honey and Tar
gambling
tbat lauds Theodore Roosevelt to the
is some significance in the fact that union labor be employed and some of Santa Fe county wants many things Socorro; Anlceto C. Abeytia, Socorro Compound stops the cough at once,,
skies. In fact, this contrast Is almost
W'
The
D. Murray, Silver City; Doo. H. relieves the
carloads
of
from
the
Los
the
were
to
bets
labor
and
two
even
"yellow"
one
the
was
that
legislature
than
the
yesterday
as great as between the plank of the
posted
paid higher
tickling and dryness In
Democrats declaring for a tariff for Angeles Examiner have arrived In that Bursum would be elected govern union scale, although the New Mexi Democrats acknowledge that the leg- - Kedzle, Lordsburg; J. H. Mahoney, the throat and heals the Inflamed
Re- - Deming; Raipn rj, Ely, Deming; E. D, membrances. Prevents a cold developcontemporary islature will be overwhelmingly
reven ue only and the Progressive plat- New Mexico and are being assiduous- or and even bets that his majority can's DEMOCRATIC
for protection. It ly distributed to bolster the waning would exceed 2,000. The professional employed only scab labor at starva- publican. What folly it would be TIttman, HilUboro; Charles Blanch- - ing Into bronchitis or pneumonia.
form declaring
Demo-hybricause. By their means gambler Is a shrewd Individual and Is tion wagea. Surely H. O Bursum, a therefore, to send any one but a "", Farmlngton; E. N. Winston,
Keep It always In the house.
Refuse
seems, when It comes to political of-ha11 knoT
call- - not at all sentimental when It cornea worktngman himself from hia
Republican to the first legls- - v,ewi E- - N, Burch, Raton; Fellpo Lu- - substitutes,
boyflee and spoils, even oil and water of attacl1 yoH
Las
ro,
Iatlve
In
to placing bla money
a wager.
Cruces; Camllo Sanchez,
For sale by all druggists.
hood la a friend of the laboring man.
awemblyt
ber.
Will mix.
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THE WAY THE DEMOCRATS DO,
Contrast the condition of the twenty
publlo Institutions of New Mexico
with those in the rich Democratic
state of Texas, with more than ten
times the population and hundred
times the wealth. The Texaa Institu-tlonare in the aams moribund condition that the New Mexico inatltutions. and there were only a few of
them then, were In the last Democrat
ic the Thornton, administration. Says
the Democratio El Paso Times which
certainly would not lie about the
management of its own party In its
own state:
"The Times has received from the
secretary of the state university at
Austin a communication from which
wn make the following extract:
" 'At a meeting this week the board
of regents authorized the erection of
two temporary buildings on the university campus to provide recitation
rooms for the overcrowded university
buildings. One building la for chem
istry and the other for domestic econ
omy and education. These buildings
are to cost one thousand dollars each,
and will necessarily have to be made
out of the cheapest material, probably
of canvas with wooden floors. They
are to be ready for occupancy by the
first of January.'
"In plain words, through the niggardly parsimony of the state legislature of Texas the great University of
Texas is practically reduced to th6
expedient of houBing some of Its de
partments out of doors. This Incident
in connection with the university is
but a repetition of conditions that have
prevailed at the state agricultural and
mechanical college, where through
the exercise of the same neglectful
spirit by the legislature, it was neces
sary to house students at that insti
tution in tents for several terms.
"These representatives of the plain
people who go to Austin for the pur
pose of doing our will and framing
our laws could And It desirable to
spend thousands of the people's dol
lars In a nonsensical investigation of
the recent state prohibition election,
the result of which could lead to no
possible good end, but when it comes
to providing the children of Texas
with proper opportunities for the acquirement of an education, the sum
appropriated for pressing needs is so
ridiculously small as to provoke gen
eral derision."
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CANDIDATES ON THE REPUBLICAN TICKET.
nominated Is:
no way to get at It but to flood the
Senator from San Miguel county
engine house. Two streams of water
E. B. Veeder.
were turned In this afternoon but
Senator from Ban Miguel and GuadGovernor William J. Mills Is Endorsed
there Is some danger of an explosion
alupe Fldelflo Baca.
for Senatorship by His
or the flames extending to the building.
Home County.
Representatives from San Miguel
The Santa Fe Fire Department has
nominated county John Ssunmerman, Felix
ticket
The Republican
been notified to hold itselef In readiHerrera.
Pablo
and
yesterday at Las Vegas, Is:
ness in case it should be needed.
Eon
and
from
com
For senator for the district
Miguel
Representative
Gonof San Miguel-J- ohn
Guadalupe counties Anselemo
posed of the county
REVOLTING MURDER REPORTED
'
zales.
S. Clark.
FROM 8AN RAFAEL.
Sheriff Clemente Padllla.
For senator for the district composAntonio
Probate
Solano.
and
San
Judge
of
of
counties
ed
the
Miguel
Dragged to death at the end of a
County commissioners First dl
Guadalupe Louis C, llfeld.
rope, which was tied around her neck,
Becond district, JuFor county clerk Lorenzo Delgado,
trlct, J. A.
was the terrible fate suffered by Mrs.
lian Sandoval; third alstrlct, E. .
For sheriff Roman Qallegos.
Juan de la Cbamlzal, a resident of
For treasurer Eugenlo Romero,
the little community of Sun Rafael.
For assessor M. A, Sanchez.
The body of the dead woman was disFor commissioners
First district, FIRE THREATENS BUILDING
covered In her home In that village
Fidel Ortiz; second district, Antonio
AT INDIAN SCHOOL on Wednesday morning.
Because of
Gallegos; third district, John H. York.
his unexplained absence and extreme
of Bchools M.
For superintendent
Way down In the basement of the Jealousy, which was well known, susF. Des Marals.
engine building at the U. S, Indian In- picion at once pointed toward the husThe Republlcaa platform endorses
dustrial School, six hundred tons of band as the slayer and a search beGovernor WUllam J, Millls for United
coal are smouldering, spontaneous gun for him by officers
of Valencia
delStates senator and Instructs every
combustion having started the fire at county resulted In his arrest on
to
work for the bottom of the heap. Gas and flames Thursday morning near Los Lunas by
egate In the convention
the entire state ticket.
shooting out occasionally, show the Deputy Sheriffs Juan Chaves y Jara-mlll- o
extent of the fire beneath and there Is
The Democratic ticket aa
and Augustln Copper.
far a
TICKET3 ARE NOMINATED
IN BAN MIGUEL
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Judge Frank W. Parker will be the
Nestor of the State Supreme Court
having served continuously on the

Supreme Bench of New Mexico since
1898, In which year he was appointed
"by President McKinley.
He was reappointed by Roosevelt' twice and
His opinugain by President Taft.
ions, and there are many of them,
in the New Mexico Supreme Court Re
ports, are considered models of legal
diction and clear reasoning.
He Is
strong In many branches of tha law,
tmt especially In mining law. He has
been interested In mining enterprises
for many years.
Graduate of Michigan.
Hon. Frank Wilson Parker
was
born at Sturgla, Michigan, on October
PROGRESSIVES

HOLD MEETING
IN OTERO COUNTY.

Are Giving Their Democratic
Compatriots the Go-B- y
It Seems,
Alamogordo, N. M Oct. 30. Herbert J. Hagerman, one time governor
"of New Mexico and R. H. Hanna
candidate
"Progressive"
Republican
for the supreme court, conducted
a
"
sort of
meeting at
the court house here last night. The
court house auditorium was tastefully decorated and the crowd in attendance was large and fairly representa
tive. The meeting was held under
the auspices of the Otero county Dem
ocratic organization, with J. S. Kerr
acting as chairman.
Mr. Hagerman
spoke carefully,
with a good deal of hesitation,
and
for a man who had spent more than
five years In the preparation of his
case, he displayed a marvelous lack
of familiarity with the facts. He
the recent legislatures of
the territory, the Republican organisation In general and H. 0. Bursum
In particular.
With the most amusing
and elastic logic he declared that all
the vicious laws and measures had
been enacted by the Republican party
while the good measures had been
passed In spite of the Republican
party, His speech was plentifully
sprinkled with the words "When 1
was governor." The one remarkable
feature of his speech, and one which
Impressed and puzzled many of bis
bearers was that while he was loud
and strong In his denunciation of everything Republican, he had not a
word to Bay In favor of the Democratic or "Progressive" Republican candidates, with the exception of the
briefest kind of eulogy of Mr, McDonald.
At the conclusion on Mr, Hnger-man'- s
talk, Mr, Kerr, the chairman,
denounced the courts the presiding
judges and other court officers of New
Mexico, and Introduced Mr. Hanna aB
one of the few honest men In the
new state.
Mr. Hanna spoke for a little more
than an hour, and his speech, by comwas
parison with Mr. Hagerman's,
excellent.
But Mr. Hanna, like Mr.
Hagerman, evidently was not here for
the purpose of supporting the ticket
His
upon which be Is a candidate.
address was replete with Incidents Illustrative of the alleged crookedness
and unfitness of all those working under Republican colors, but he did not
make one single statement In favor of
the men who are fellow candidates upon the Democratic ticket.
The speeches made by these two
They

...

1860, a son of James Wilson and
Maria Antoinette fThomnsonl Parker
He took the public and high school
courses In his city and entered thn
University of Michigan as a law stu- acnt.
He graduated from the law
school In March, 1880, and opened
a law office in his native town.
The Call of the Wast.
On October 1, 1881, Judge Parker
located at Socorro. He was admlttnd
to practice before the New Mexico
supreme Court and located at Mesll
la, then the county seat of Dona Ana
county. He soon went to Klnestnn
men a lively mining camp In Sierra
county, and in 1883 to Hillsboro the
He loin
county seat of that county.
ed the militia company there
during
me ueronimo raid and was elected
county school superintendent.
Appointed Judae.
On January 10. 1898. he was un
pointed to the Supreme Bench of New
Mexico by Pres dent McKInlev Pros!
dent Roosevelt reappolnteed
him
twice and President Taft lnt war
to
his fourth term,
appointed him
In Constitutional Convention.
Parker
was
one of the nm.
Judge
gresslve leaders In the Constitutional
l
convention. He Introduced the
option clause that would have been
incorporated In the constitution had
not H. B. Fergusson and six other
uemocraBs
absented
themselves
when the vote was being taken.
Judge Parker is a Mason, a Shrlner
and an Elk, belonging to the Chapter
ana commandery A. F.
A. if., ni
Demlng; the Shrine at Albunnernun.
ana to tne Elks' Lodee at Silver Cltv
He became a Mason in Kingston
judge Parker la married and
makes his home at Las Cruces.
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X
Age 47

16,

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
. X
X years ago.
X
X
Opened law office at Mesllla, X
1883
X
then
at
at
X.
Kingston. Ia
X Hillsboro.
Interested himself X
X In mining.
X
X
Was member of Militia Com- - X
X pany at Hillsboro during Oero- - X
X nlmo Raid.
X
X
Schools X
Sujperlntendent of
X Sierra County.
X
X
Appointed to Bench In 1898 X
X and has served as
X
associate
X Justice of the Supreme Court X
ever since.
X
X
Is a Mason, Shrlner and an X
X Elk.
58
X
Is married.
X
X Lives at Las Cruces.
X

years.
' Native of Sturgis, Michigan.
Graduate Law Department,
University of Michigan.
Located at Socorro thirty
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8YLVESTRE MIRABAL,
of San Rafael for State Treasurer.

JUDGE FRANK W. PARKER,
Candidate for the Supreme Court.

S

r

years.
Seboyeta.
Farmer and stock raiser.
Member Constitutional Con- ventlon, 1889 and 1910.
CensuB enumerator In 1890. Chairman County Commis- sioners, 1890-189Member
house
legislative
Born

i

at

to every legisla- ture since then.
Sheep inspector for twelve
'
years.
U. S. Court
Commissioner
ten years.
to
Delegate
Irrigation Con- gresB in 1908 and 1909.
Delegate to Farmers' Nation- al Congress at Raleigh, N. C.
Married and has two chil- dren.

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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men, the one with an "axe to grind,"
yT v
tne other himself a candidate for ofnil. '
fice, were in the sharpest, most striking contrast to the speeches made by
Mr. Bursum and his party.
Mr. Bur
sum, and the other speakers of his
X
Age 42 years.
party, refrained from any kind and
X
Born at Las Vegan.
,all unfavorable mention of the oppoEducated In private schools X
sition candidates, even In retaliation.
X
and in Jesuits College.
Mr. Hagerman and Mr. Hanna devotGraduate of St Maiy's College X
ed all of their time to vllliflcatlon and
at St. Mary's, Kansas, and X
abuse.
Spaulding Business College at X
Charles F. Prince Is having a resiX
Kansas City.
dence erected on Texas avenue,
Bookkeeper for Kansas City X
Ninth and Tenth streetB. The
fl
X
u.
wholesale
building Is of white Bands and con
X
Merchant at LaB Vegas.
crete.
Clerk In X
District
Appointed
J. E. Martin has purchased the
X
1897.
Hunter residence on New York aveMayor of Las Vegas for X
nue. He Is making plans to enlarge
X
three terms.
and Improve the place.
Appointed sheriff last year. X
Lacy SImms, county superintendDelegate to National Conven- - X
ent of schools, has returned from a
X
tlon at Philadelphia,
visit to the public schools In the
Delegate to every territorial X
mountain district.
He rennrta tha
and county convention
pest X
schools In excellent condition.
X
twenty years.
Miss Margaret Carpenter, formerly
On Governor's staff.
X
head nurse in the railroad hospital
Married
X
here, Is here from El Paso vlclting
Mrs. Frank W. Beach.
The Friday llterarv
wnt on.
It verily swms that from his earliest
tcrtained yesterday - by Mrs 0. O.
Romero has been In
Cady, at her ranch home west of town. youth, Secundlno
An excellent lltararv
training for the office of first secret
rendered. Refreshments were served. ary of state. His education and his
training have been peculiarly along
REACHING
THE 8POT.
business lines and his official record
gives every evidence of great execuIt Can Be .Done, So Scores of Santa tive
ability. The following sketch of
Fe Citizens Say.
his life Is taken from the Las Vegas
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Optic:

To cure an acnlng back,
Native of Meadow City.
The pains of rheumatism.
Born in Las Vegas, July 1, 18G9, he
The tired-ou- t
feelings,
You must reach the spot get at
truly a native of the Meadow City,
the cause.
His early education was In the Jesuits
In most cases 'tis the kidneys.
College, in LaB Vegas. Later he at
Ooan's Kidney PUIb are for tho tended a private school at Romero- kidneys.
ville. From there he went to St.
MrB. Agrlplna do Gonzales, 102 Gar- Mary's College, at St. Mary's Kansas,
cia St., Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "In
school which numbers among Its
September, 1900, I used Doan'i Kid- alumni men of nntlonal prominence In
ney Pills for backache which had the business and political world tobeen a source of much annoyance. In day. Graduating from bt. Mary's, Mr.
the morning when I arose my back Romero, still a young man, was Bent
was so lame and painful that I could to Snauldlng's Business College, at
hardly stoop. I knew that my trouble Kansas City, Mo., to be fitted for an
was due to disordered kidneys and I active business
career. From this
was finally led to try Doan's Kidney last named Institution he
graduated
I heard with honors March 28, 1890.
Pills, by the good reports
about them, The contents of one
In Kansas City Wholesale
box of this remedy drove away all my Trained
Houss,
pains and I am happy to state that
Immediately upon his graduation
my cure has been permanent."
For sale by all dealers. Prlco 50 from th Kansas City school, Mr, Ro
cents1.
Pn.. nnffnlm. mero assumed a position as assistant
!
United States.
Durham, Hanna.
bookkeeper with
Remember the name Doan'i and Munger & company, a wholesale dry
take no other.
good establishment of Kansas City.

Many honors have come to Slyves- tre Mlrabal of San Rafael, Valencia
county, who Is the Republican candidate for state treasurer. His rugged
integrity, his ability, his. intelligence,
He was
have made him a leader.
torn at Seboyeta on May 10 1864, and
he was educated at St. Michael's College at Santa Fe. He Is a successful
farmer and stock raiser.
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8ECUNDI NO ROMERO,

Delegate to Two Constitutional Conventions.
Mr. Mlrabal took
an early and
healthy interest in politics and as a
man of Intelligence, chose the Republican principles and party aa his
owa.
When only 25 years old he was
elected to the Constitutional Convention of 1889 and he again served In
that capacity In the constitutional
convention of last year. In 1890,, hs
was a census enumerator and In 1891
and 1892 was chairman of the board
of county commissioners of Valencia
county.

Eight Years

In

Legislature.

Mr. Mirabal served his first term
in the legislature In 1894 and was re
elected in 1904, 1906 and
190S and
made a good record at each session
as he did In the constitutional
con-

ventions.
Faithful in Other Offices.
For twelve years he has been Inspector of the Sheep Sanitary Board,
(or ten years be has been U. S. Commissioner and in each place has given
eminent satisfaction.
The broad Interest he took In the advancement
of the Territory, resulted In his being
sent as delegate to the National IrriIn
gation Congress at Albuquerque
1908 and to Spokane In 1909, as well
as to the Farmers' National Congres
at Raleigh, North Carolina in 1909.
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Candidate for Secretary of 8tate.
After a year spent with this firm, he
returned to his home town of Las Ve
gas and accepted a position as bookkeeper with I. D. de Romero, a general merchant In a short time he
bought an Interest In the establishment, which is now a Urge corporation known as the Romero Mercantile
company.
In Business at Las Vegas.
In 1893, Mr. Romero sola out his interest In the Romero store and went
Into business with his father, Don Eugenlo Romero, under the name of Romero and Romero.
District Clerk and Sheriff.
He was thus engeged, when in 1897,
President William McKinley appointed him clerk of the Fourth Judicial district, which position he has held contl
nuously over a period of twelve yean
and until appointed sheriff of San Miguel county last year.
A Loyal Republican.
Ever since he was 21 years old, Mr.
Romero has taken an active part In
politics, both territorial and county,
being always aligned with the Grand
Old party. He has been a delegate
to every territorial or county conven
tion Blnce reaching hiB majority. He
was elected a delegate to the Depub- lican national convention In 1900,
which met at Philadelphia, and nominated for the presidency a second
time, the martyred president, William
McKinley. Since 1896, Mr, Romero has
been chairman of the Republican county central comml.tee of San Miguel
county. He has also been a member
of the Republican territorial cantral
committee since he became of age.
Aside from his great political victory
In November a year ago, one of his
greatest political achievements wai
Union
when he defeated the
party In this county In the memorable
campaign of 1S90.
Fearless and Able.
But Mr. Romero ias not alone gain
In- civil life
his
ed fame In politics.
record is Just SB brllllant.lt was Mr.
Romero, who took the leading part In
the breaking up of the notorious
"White Caps" who some years ago
terrorized San Miguel county and
northeastern New Mexico, This gang
had things at its mercy, until Mr,
Romero stepped in and at the risk
of his life, put an end to Its depreda- I
tlotiB. This gang stopped at nothing.
Murder, arson, train robbery, horse
end cattle stealing numbered among

chief vocations. With Mr. Romero
determined
the head of a
citizens, who
band of

Its

at

were specially deputized to act as of
ficers for the protect.m of the lives
and property of persons In the com
munity this gang was wiped out' of
existence In a short time, its members
either hung or sent to prison and
peace was once again restored In this
section and matters have remained
tranquil since.

An Act of Courage.
Another display of Mr. Romero's
courage In the face of death was giv
en on the night of October 30, 1905,
Ro- when he captured single-handemaldo Varela, an escaped tonvlct who
was lying In wait Just outside of Romero's home, to assassinate him. As
Romero stepped out of his front door
on that night, Varela Jumped from his
hiding place, a Winchester in bis
hands. Romero, never faltered, but
quickly stepping back into the doorfrom a
way, he Bnatched a
bed near the door and dashed outside
assassin. So
to meet the would-b- e
quick was the move executed, that Varela was taken by surprise, and before
he bad time to recover, Romero had
the revolver pressed to his heart and
had disarmed Varela. He was escorted to the county Jail and later returned to the penitentiary to serve out his
sentence. This brief mention will
serve to recall this sensational ep
sode to Las Vegans in general, and
is cited as one of the many evidences
to show that Mr. Romero posBesses
the qualifications essential ior the active duties of the United States

'
Mayor o' Las Vegis.
For three terms, extending up to the
present time, Mr. Romero has been

mayor of the town of Las Vegas. Dur
ing the time ho has been at the head
of the municipal government of the
town of Las Vegas he has put the
town government on Its feet, that Is,
has gotten It out of debt until today it
does not owe one cent.
Widely ivnown.
Colmuns might be written about Secundlno Romero, but for the present
this should suffice. In fact, Mr, Romero Is bo widely known, not only
In San Miguel county, but all over New
Mexico, that what hr.s already been
said Is but to recall that which has
been told ana written since he began
aa a boy of twenty one to tale an
active part in official and civil life.

ALEXANDER
READ.
For District Attorney.

Candidate

XXXXXSKXXXnXXXKXX
Age 61 years.
Born in Santa Fe.

.i

1868.
St. MIchale's College
Very
early in his life he began to help his
widowed mother, working
for the

Western Union Telegraph company
after he left school, as a brake-maon the Kansas Pacific Railroad,
Worked
For seven. years he was Interpreter
brakeman.
Interpreter for Indian Bu-- X and translator for the Indian Bureau.
X He also interpreted in the legislature
reau and In the Legislature.
It
Admitted to practice before X and in a number of conventions
was during this time that he read law
Supreme Court in 1884.
Elected County Clerk, then X,and in 1884 he was admitted to prao
X tice before the U. S. Supreme Court,
County Assessor.
terms in X soon establishing a good practice.
Served several
X
Mr. Read In 1884 was elected proLegislative House.
Aided in passage of the first X bate clerk and two years later was
X elected assessor.
He also served a
public school law.
Superlntcn- - X term aB county school superintendent
County School
X
Mr. Read served several
lerms in
dent.
Served several years as dist- - X the legislature and was Instrumental
In
X
having the first public school law
rict attorney.
X passed.
He was appointed district
Has several children.
and gave such a good acXXXXXSCXXXXXXXXX attorney
count of himself in that position durAlexander Read; the present dist- ing the several terms that he served
San
Rio
and
Arriba
rict attorney for
that he received the unanimous nomiJuan counties, with headquarters at nation from the Republican district
and residence at convention for that place
Tlerra Amarilla
in this
Farmlngton, is a candidate for elec- Judicial district.
tion to the same office In the First
In
Mr. Read was married
1874 to
Judicial District, comprising the coun- Miss Perfecto Madrid, a daughter of
ties of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba and San Felipe Madrid.
There are several
Juan.
children.
Mr, Read is a practical
Alexander Read was born at Santa
farmer and owns a ranch hear ParkFe on August 15, 1850, the oldest son
a homesof Francis M. and
Ignaclo (Cano) view, Rio Arriba county1, and '
'.'
Read.
He completed his course at tead1 in San Juan county.
Educated

at

St. Michael's

College.

as telegrapher

and

and
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temperance cause to such an extent
THE GOODS.
DELIVERING
In return for a campaign contribu- that whllo two years ago It looked' as(
tion, alleged to have been $2,500 and If New Mexico would awing into lav
n special Spanish edition of the Los temperance column, It la now out of

conAngeles Examiner, sent here,
trary to tho Postal Laws and Regulations, under the pound rate, the Democratic bosses have promised to deliver
the New Mexico vote to William H.
Hearst for the Presidential nomination In the Democratic National ConTo do this, the
vention next year.
aforesaid bosses must first get hold of
the governmental machinery of New
Mexico and use the power tnus acquir
that they did
$2.60 ed in the Barae manner
1.00 in the days of the
when
2.00 oartv In San Miguel county,
was the chief muck-.50 Mix Martlnes
muck. Just as he Is now, althougn
since then he has moved out of the

the question, just because such char
acters as the Rev. I. E. Seder mistake the temper of the people of
the commonwealth and Insult their InHow offensively partisan
telligence.
ho is, he demonstrates in this in
stance, by holding up for opprobrium
those Republicans who voted against
a local option measure In the consti
tutional convention, but refrains to
mention the fact that such Democrats
as H. B. Fergusson, who, although
they knew the question was up, absented themselves, and by their absence defeated the measure, for as
Rev. I. E. Seder himself declares. It
was defeated by only eight votes, more
Republicans voting for it than Democrats. Has the Revi I.- E. Seder ever
heard W. C. McDonald say s word
in favor of Prohibition or of local op
tion, or did Mr. McDonald advocate
these things when he was a member ol
the legislature?
Prohibition Is not a
partisan question, but Rev. I. K. Se
der Is making It such to the detriment of the cause.

e

IKES

western

AND MINING

Otero County,
W. B. Bates, a mining man from Oro
Qrande, Otero county says he has taken an option on the Excelsior Mining
and Development company property
He is working what
In that district.
'8 known as the old Mexican mine,
where they useu to ship ore on burros
years ago. He went to work In an old
shaft, from the bottom of which was
run an old drift about 35 feet long. Af.
ter cross cut to the, east through
the porphyry wall rock, only 16 in
ches, he broke Into a body of ore conHe now has a
tinuing the cross-cut- .
body of ore more'than.13 feet- wide
and still going with no wall in sight.
Assays show values In silver and
lead o $18 per ton, and as the. work
progresses the values continue to Im........
prove.
Mr.., Bates 'is making arrangements
to equip the property with modern ma- cliinery. His shaft has reached a
depth of 97 feet, and he is prepared
to begin shipments. He says that this
is a true fissure, the only one so far
found in the camp. Bates also states
that a good strike of ore has just
been made on the Jade mine by S. M.
Perkins and James Stephenson, the
shaft at a depth of 23 feet only Is all
In ore containing principally silver and
lead, showing the existence of a large
ore body, so much so that Mr. Bates
bus secured an option on S, M. Perk-in'-

cartridge at the South- NOMINATIONS FOR H0U8E
oil fields In Algodones
OF REPRESENTATIVES.
the

day before yesterday was heard (or
miles around and the result of the
has caused considerable of a
sensation. For the powerful explosion
which occurred some hundreds of feet
down in the earth following contact
tore things up to
with a
such an extent that ihe oaslng of the
heen
filled with deb- weli naB
entiri
lrg which Is now b.lng taken out as
rapidly as possible. The chunks of
rode an(j ,nrt beius baled out she
u ani indications of oil at every
r6i
j
haul, and there Is every indication
'
that the explosion opened up an oil

WW. Consist of Forty-eigh- t
Whom Thres-fourth- e
Be Republicans.

vof

Mtmbers,
Will

The following are the nominations
made for the Legislative House:
First District Valencia county:
Republicans, Zacarlns Fadilla, Miguel
II. Baca.
Democrats: Pablo Castillo
and George Hoffman of Belen.
Fe
Postottlce.
Santa
the
Seoond
aMtter
at
Class
Entered at
kfiecond District Socorro county-Republ- icans:
Conrad N. Hilton of San
,
RATE OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Antonio, and Thomas Cooney, of
$ .25 Daily, six months, by mail
Dally, per week, by carrier
Democratic: Nazarlo G.
Mogollon.
75 .Weekly, six months
Daily, per month, by carrier
Baca, ot Quemado, and Walter Jones
strata below.
65 'Weekly, per year
Dally, per month, by mail
of Alma.
8ocorro County.
7.00 Weekly, per Quarter
Dally, per year, by mall
Third District Bernalillo county;
The
wet ' mill Is shut
Antonio Garcia y SanOFFICIAL PAPER OF 8ANTA FE COUNTY.
down undergoing some repairs. The Republicans:
state.
chez, Franclsoo Lucero y Montoya,
lease
old
worked
Is
the
by
Kelly
being
nnd John W, Wilson.
It is as heartless and selfish a bar
Democratic:
The New Mexican Is the oldest newt paper In New Mexico. It li lent to
They are preparing to Tomas A.
at San
Ourule, John B. Burg and
every poatofflce In the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation gain as that closed and sealed
ore
tramaerial
train
the
sulphide
by
or
Dosses,
toe
ta Fe, In the council
Alexander
Rafael Garcia.! Socialist:
among the intelligent and progressive people or the Southwest,
way to, the mill. The Germany is
when room was made on the Demoas Uifual Sinking their shaft Bowdich, Rudolph Slchler and Owen
working
two
Progresfor
ticket
cratic
und are malting good headway. The Woodell.
sive Republicans.
Jt is a bargain
Lynchburg tunnel under the manage- - Fourth District Santa Fe county:
such as la sought to be driven In
two Republican: R. L, Baca and Charles
, ment of D. C. Gordon, is working
The editor of the
other states.
shifts every day and getting along 0 Catron, both of Santa Fe. DemoIllinois Herald, In an open
Qulncy
I
The contractors at the Contact cratic: Samuel G. Cartwright and J.
fine.
A BOOMERANG.
vicinity had left and I bad no neigh letter, sought Willie R. Hearst to deny
shaft have encountered so much 9. Candelario, both ot Santa Fe.
that he was trafficking for votes In NOT THE TIME FOR TREASON
From every side come reports of , ,or8 Tno could have helped my
water that they have been unable to Fifth District Rio Arriba county:
If there ever was a time when
collapse of the Democratic cam- jjy in case of danger or trouble or 111- the next national convention but he
tor a week- - and they are going Republican: Julian Trujlllo, Chimayo,
fink
He
e
fre-thhowever,
no
drew,
risked
bosses
could
a
voter
get
reply.
should be loyal
Republican
paign. The Democratic
pegs. Houses at that time were
to
a new station pump in place J. P. Lucero, Lumberton. Democratic:
install
Inter
a
the
from
Chicago
that
and
Issue
Is
on
one
not
to
the
his
at
election.
following
this
campaign
party it
qUently broken Into and I could
one they now have as the E. P. Harper, Chama, J. G. Borrego,
the
of
New
In
is
which
apropos
H.
the
few
A
Bursum.
months
one:
weu
O.
Ocean,
short
thus
ieave my family
repre
ago,
exposed,
inej
personal
'
Chamita.
old one cannot handle the water.
sentatives of the Republican party
had been misled by the braggadocio nnd B0 brought them to Amarillo. Be- - Mexico at this very times
Sixth District San Miguel county:
Magdalena News.
"The editor of the Qulncy Herald, were at the National Capital asking
threat of Herbert J. Hagerman: 'I sides the value of the Improvements
Republican: George W. Tripp, East
Colfax County.
will spend my fortune to defeat Holm mentioned In my proof, I have In my described as a 'vigorous supporter of a Republican President and a Repub
Las Vegas; Jose LoBato, Tecolote,
O. Bursum!"
They relied not so much nou8e about S100 worth of furniture the nrogresslve Democratic move lican United States Spnate to make
contractors
Several
Denver
from
and Francisco Qulntana, Las Vegas.
cn the personal spite, the slander and wiiicb I am leaving there because I ment, published an open letter to New Mcxico a state.
and other points in Colo-lad- Democratic: Pablo Herrera, Sapello,
Trinidad
half interest
Democrats from this Territory and
the calumny which only a perverse intend to return. 1 have never been Mr. Hearst calling on him to declare
arrived on No. 1 to be present John L. Zimmerman, East Las Vegas,
creature like Herbert J. Hagerman oway from tne pace iong enough to officially whether nis position in me als0 Democrats of the Owen typ. at
Big Limestone Deposits.
at the bidding on several pieces of Felix E. Valdez, Las Vegas.
to27.
D.
could Invent, but they did rely upon j constitute legal desertion, and have movement in Illinois is entirely im Washington were endeavoring to deThe
Washington,
C, Oct.
construction work that will be dono
Seventh District Mora county:
a feat statehood and
there was Immi- tal production of lime in 1910, accord- in the near future for the Yankee Fuel
the golden simoleons.
spent In the neighborhood of $500 to personal, or, as It is charged,
Bias Sanchez,
Wagon
own political nent
danger of failure of the Republi- ing to the figures compiled by E. F. nnd Santa Fe and Eastern companies.
Early In the campaign they found jgjn gnce j waa nrBt compelled to scheme to advance his
Demo
Marcelino Martinez.
e
can effort.
President Taft, it is true, Burchard, and just given out by the The first large piece ot work to be Moupd, Pablo V. Lobato of
tne paCe, In looking after It fortunes.
they were deceived. Herbert J. Hag-heavcratic:
Holman,
The demand is almost an insult. was doing all In pis power to secure geological survey, was 3,469,416 short done is the
erman had no fortune. If he had any an0- keeping It under cultivation, and
out
the
of
straightening
and Remiglo Lopez of Roy. "...
......
Bimoleons hidden away anywhere, they , j,aye neTer received a' dollar from it Mr. Hearst's long record of disin admission without delay, even with tons, valued at $13,809,290, a slight de- Santa Fe and Eastern
right of way Eighth District Colfax county: Re
were kept In seclusion. There was a The piace nas absorbed every dollar terested service in behalf of the the Incubus of Arizona and its radical crease in the production of 1909. The leading up the left branch ot Sugarite
M.
C.
publican: J. R. Skldmore and
princely contribution from
ytuiiani.of my surplus earnings for tho past Democratic party, his known disap constitution.
average price was $3.98 per ton. New canon to the new camp of Sugarite. Pacheco, both of Raton. Democratic:
Jennings Bryan, another one from gve years, and I believe, counting all proval of all attempts to advertise
It was the RepubliMexico
a
at
the
that
near
an
contains
limeot
abundance
Realizing
Beginning
point
place
H.
M.
Kimball
I.
and
C. Martinez
Willie Hearst, a tribute from the expenses, that I spent no less than his worth, his almost notorious self- cans upon whom the final outcome stone, but the lime manufacture In the where the lower ice house stood, the
Ninth t District Taos county:. Rei;
should
surely these
British corporations and driblets from i SI200 on it. besides two years of hard foreetfulness
the line leading up
Mexico's
curves
in
Beveral
New
Is
southwest
not
representadepended.
as
as
it
flourishing
publican: Manuel Cordova and Luis R.
the candidates, for tne rest, tne imo labor. I have done all that I possibly have availed lo protect him against tives, and even those calling them- mlglit .be and the
s
geological survey to the Sugarite mines
Montoya. Democratic: Porflrio Abreu
cratlc central committee had to look could to comply with the legal require- the insinuations which appear In the selves "Progressives," assured the Re- states
will
a
of
be eliminated and Antonio Joseph of Ojo Caliente.
mile above,
that the quality of the predict
to the land and water hogs, the whls- - ments, and any failure on my part to Quincy editor's open letter.
and
Senators
main
creek
and
the President, in New Mexico has not been determ- by bridging Sugarite
Tenth District Sandoval
county:
"Other men, alas, may join pro- publican
De
key trust, Felix Martlnes, and a few a0 g0
simply technical, and
that if admitted now, New Mexico
but that the state contained a taining a straight line to the camp. Republican: E. M. Sandoval. Demoother choice, select, special interests Eot intentional, as my original settle-Wh- o gressive movements Democratic and would be Republican, would send two ined,
Cole
a
W.
Contractor
of
A.
force
and
have lined up with the Democrats. , ment an(j an my efforts since have Republican with the idea of secur Republican Senators and two Repub- vast quantity that no doubt waB at workmen left with several teams for cratic: Marcos C. de Baca.
Eleventh District Union county:
As to the campaign of vituperation been absolutely bona fide. This land ing political advancement thereby. lican Congressmen to Washington, present an undeveloped resource. Tex- - Des
Moines, from which place he will Republican: O. L. Toombs of Clayton;
and slander, it has proved not only a f absoluteIy clear of any Incum-fizzl- Other men may be able to make up well knowing that this would be a as has limeBtone formations in many work thl
loadln
tlefr
and
bridge
way'
J.
of
the
L. LinBon. Democratic: J. D. Casa-dstate, those at Sierra
but a boomerang. There isn't a rrance and I have never offered It for tbelr minds to a disinterested dedica- strong argument, Inasmuch as Ariz- parts
t!mbera from th8 Santa Fe and East-taiand J. P. Odell. Socialist: A. G.
candidate on the Democratic ticket ,,ale ana have steadfastly refused to tion of themselves to the service of ona would certainly be Democratic. Tinaja Plnta in El Paso county, con- - ern- - Twelve thousand
ties lie at Des Pankau and S. C. Thompson.
ai Kit
,(
who has not been guilty of as mucn 6et a priC8 on it.
I want it as a a political movement to a noble re- While the Enabling Act was passed by
a large amount of
Twelfth District Torrance county:
Rustelers Hill strata, which is 200 feet M'neS
nunciation of the Idea of reward to a
and more than Holm 0. Bursum is homestead."
road equipment scattered along the
Republican Congress and signed by
obobL.
.
.,,,,
,
mo,
vol41,
. Republican: James W. Chaves. DemThere are many cases not only in a conscious sacrifice of all ambition a Republican President, and similarly,
charged with falsely. There Is not one
.totl
ocrat: A. J. Green of Estancla.
of them who baa as clean hands, as un the Estancla valley but all over east save helping to secure the public weal. the final statehood
i
uona Ana county.
resolution was
wln De shipped to the camp at Yankee
Thirteenth
District
Guadalupe
But Mr. Hearst is not of them. He
'
selfish a record, as enviable a career, ern New Mexico.
Mr. Parkman has
a. vuuiuiey, general. man- for use In building new switchyards,
si Republican Senate and
by
passed
ucuigv
J. J. Clancy.
county:
Republican:
as Holm O. Bursum. The courts and
addressed President Taft in moves In a loftier, a serener atmos- signed by the Republican President ager of the Dona Ana Mining Com The work of
will
loading
require
Democratic: M. R. Baker.
the people have examined him and the the matter and it is believed that with phere, where the noises of the clash (nr reasons of statesmanship and be- pany, of Kent, Dona Ana county, is about two weeks. Raton
Range.
Fourteenth District McKlnley counverdict is: "We can find no guile in the aid of Republican Senators, Re- pf meaner ambitions come like faint cause it was right, and not for
in EI Paso consulting with the machi
party
Grant
County.
ty: Republican: John Young and S.
this man!"
publican Congressmen and Republican echoes from a different and baser advantage, yet, it Is a matter ot great nery people In regard to a plant for the
Twenty-nin- e
Democratic: T, B. Talle
cars of ore were ship- McGlIlivray.
If at times his newspapers ratlsfaction
There is only one real charge that state officials, Mr. Parkman will win world.
that the Republicans of mine. He expects to have the plant
has been proven against Holm O. Bur this fight not only for himself but for cannot refrain from alluding to his New Mexico are standing by their in operation by next
ped from Lordsburg last week. J. A. and Herbert J. Hill.
when
November,
Fifteenth District Dona Ana counsum. He split an infinitive while in every one else, who as he, have com- superemlnent virtues, his extraord- will the company will resume work with a Leahy shipped 150 tons from the Su
promises and many Democrats
the fervor of a campaign oration at plied with the Intent and spirit even dinary foresight and sagacity, his stand with them on November 7 out full force of men.
perior, but expects to increase ship ty: Republican: Pesciliano Moreno-ansaid
the
Courtney
W.. H. H. Llewellyn, both of Las
to 2,000 tons a month. The
Roswell. It is true, the Roswell Rec- though not with the exact letter of consuming zeal for the people's wel cf a sense
of gratitude for the bles company is clear of all Indebtedness, ments
Eighty-Fiv- e
ord alone charged him With that hein- the homestead act.
fare, be assured it is not done with his sings of statehood.,
company will Invest In Cruces. Democratic: W. S. Glliman
that
ore
contains
stithe
copper, gold,
ous offense, but the Republicans will
connivance.
a larger air compressor. The one and N, C. Frenger.
"Pro- ver and lead, and gold value runs from
But where are the
Sixteenth District Lincoln county:
And yet, In the face ot this rotor
now in use will keep five drills and
accept the charge as truth. The peoIndeas usual $4.50 to $50 a ton. The silver and
Democratic
Silver
The
found?
Faithless
City
gressives"
overlook
as
as
and patriotic
they
ple will overlook It,
the drill sharpener at work. The Republican: James V. Tully ot Glen-co-e.
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fault
finds
Democrats
and
lead
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a
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value
hard
together
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$87
became
hands
dethe calloused
that
Democratic:
as It Is creditable In these
new compressor is to keep twenty
Sclplo Salazar.
he speaks Spanish. It Is rare
in the frantic endeavor to send two ton. The company has recently reor
ened In honest toll, as they overlook sum because
Seventeenth District Otero county:
days, an editor has the Democratic "free-wool- "
that William C. McDonald does generate
Senators and ganized binder different management drills
Mr.
P. Downs ot
to
Charles
the outspokenness, the geniality of the true
ask
heartless
Republican:
effrontery
Socorro County,
to and intends to prosecute work in a
two "Free-trad:TCongressmeii
d
man who Is one of the people and Is not speak anything else but English, Hearst to come out With a
Democratic: Byron Sherry
the
in
himself
and
believes
of
therefore
the
violation
as
'
in
combined of Alamogordo.
practical manner,. This property has ..Extensive development
declaration of his entire disinteres Washington
proud of the fact. He has dipped his
class with Herbert J.
to assure the general rubllc surance given the Republican adminis- been examined by Edwin Chase, a min- with the regular mill tonnage is tax
philosophy not from Omar Khayyam,
Eighteenth District Chaves counis tedness
Mexican
the
a
New
tration
would
work
for
yet,
that
Hagerman,
they
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of
the present hoist ty;
as has his brazen accuser, but from
capacity
ing engineer of Denver, and by James ing
in mixing In the Illinois 'progres
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the people of New Mex- that
state
certain,
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government.
'
of
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mines
deadwood
the
at Mogollon Roswell, Manuel Paredes, O. R. Tanintercourse with the "common geezer.-movement he has nothing but
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for
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all
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understands
It
the
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and
He is one
utmost; therefore, during this ner. Democratic: J. W. Mulllns ot
right
weal in view!
Courtney have stated that the Organ
that he Is able to converts In the public
his needs and desires better than does Bursum
"Mr. Hearst, we suspect, will hardl- ti fight for their party success and mountain district has a great future, development period the management Roswell, J. T. Evans, W. E. Rogers.
some 150,000 peo
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for
would
all
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Herbert J. Hagerman or any of the their tongue with
scurril
right
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condescend
Nlnteenth District Eddy county:
yTungsten a Remarkable Mineral,
ple of this territory who still love ous
Democratic bosses.
Progressives to have nomi
The mineral tungsten (the name the mill to treating custom ores. Ore Democratic: Hugh M. Gage and Flor
Or, if he does, it
Imputation.
lan
musical
the
beautiful,
Spanish
New Mexico is proud of Holm O.
will be only to answer it by pointing nated a ticket of their own and thus meaning heavy stone) has been known trated the past week on the Ernes ence Love. Progressive Democrat:
of Holm O.
Bursum today. It will be still more guage. It is to the credit
whose singular to have taken a stand for what they for many years, but only compara- tine was 700 tons, from which a con O. H. Green of Knowles.
born to a political record
was
he
that
Bursum,
although
makes it unique In conceive to be principle, but when tively recently has it become of eco- centrate product of fifty sacks Was
unselfishness
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proud of him live years hence. If he in a household where
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does not at that time loom up as
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ernor Johnson did In Minnesota,
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a college course, he yet, public
Woodrow Wilson does in New Jersey, academy or
W. Skorkowasky.
as to the spirit which now animates cratlc ticket, at the dictation ot one of the United States Geological Sur- mselted. Frame for new
English, but also him.
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d
Twenty-seconLathes using tools made from tung oil engines, generator and compresDistrict
pressing our surprise that a member and best men
Grant
college education and the leisure of a of
brand themselves traitors both to the sten steel may be
been mistaken very often.
should
the
profession
journalistic
until
county:
sor
are In Silver City and will be
Republican: Arthur S. Good-up
speeded
not
Herbert
who
have
J.
Hagerman,
And why will It oe proud of him?
this insinua- National and to the State Republican the chips leaving the tool are so hot hauled out as soon as teams can
made
ell of Sliver City, and John T. McCabe.
have
deliberately
be
Because he towers far above the op- learned the tongue of the Spanishto tion against a great and good man a parties, without honor or common that they turn blue, an operation secured.
Democratic: Frank Vesely and Rob-- ,
to gratify personal re which would
who are arrayed against American although having ambition
decency
merely
whose
man
portunists
ert H. Boulware.
unselfishness,
the
modesty
of
ruin
hightemper
On- the Mogollon Gold &
Holm O. Bursum will
Into
an
under
office
and
sneak
to
Copper
venge
him. Because he has given evidences govern him.
should
carbon steel. It is stated that about
Twenty-thirDl strict Sierra coun
no votes on account of having and patriotic
Co.,
been
have
arrangements
assumed
made
character
becoming;
reof statesmanship, of leadership, the lose
name;
ot
slander and
five times as much can be done with
ty:
Republican: W. H. Bucher of
mastered Spanish, the Democratic palsy the ' tongue
with
the
Deadwood
accomto
and
assassins
to
marked
have
management
pure
that
to
countless
an
years
simple
main
past twenty
lathes built for such speed and work
Hlllsboro.
inspiration
Democratic: George H.
Because he has press to Che contrary,
blm for eminence.
plish the nefarious purpose of Bmitlng as can be done by the same lathes with handle twenty tons of ore daily from Tucker.
generations of American youths."
the Little Charlie mine, which has
the friendly hands that have been carbonsteel tools. From 16 to 20
pledged himself to no special interest.
Twenty-fourtDistrict San Juan
per
for many years.
has made no promises to any man.
cent of tungsten is ordinarily used in been producing Bhipping ore for some county: Republican: W. H. Chrlsman.
ON WHICH SIDE 13 YOUR BREAD helping them
ANOTHER, TERRIBLE CHARGE.
has been nominated and will be electAn honest man in business will be lathe tools. The melting point of time. The rock will be packed on Democratic: J. S. Hartman.
BUTTERED.
Horrors! Bursum is accused of aned without servile cringing to any
"We have a rule In the Republican an honest man In politics and a man tungsten is exceedingly high 5,576 burros, a distance of about a mile. ' Twenty-fiftDistrict Quay countv:
This extra tonnage will allow the Republican: Paul Jones
British corporation, to any land or other high misdemeanor, perhaps, a
that If there is a difference without principle in politics will show degree Fahr,
of Logan.
party
Deadwood
to
mill
water hogs, to any senatorial aspi- felony. He not only split an infinitive, between the cost of production here It In business.
What do the honest
operate at about and J. McLaren. Democratic! .1 w.
Tungsten also has an Important use full
rants. Because he has backbone and according to the Roswell Dally Rec and the cost of
Will
such
voters
think
men?
of
capacity during the next few Campbell, J. L. House, of House. Sothey In making Incandescent
production abroad
electric
because he can say "no" when "no" ord, but now comes the Carlsbad Cur you are entitled to a tariff that will blindly follow them and assist them
months while they are concentrating cialist: C. Smith and
J, R. Langdon.
lamps, crucibles for electric furnaces
i9 right. Yet, he never forgets a true rent and accuses him of playing the
a
so
in the mine. On the Gold Dust
work
in
puraccomplishing
Twenty-sixtdastardly
and various other articles.
District Curry counequal the difference, so as to give you
friend or overlooks faithful service. violin. The shame of the New Mex- an
MlneB
of
and
If
in
such
view
do,
the
lower
Co.,
Is
level
now
pose?
a
they
in ty: Democratic: W. W. Nicholas.
Vanadium a 8teel Toughener.
opportunity for living fight with
Because he will give New Mex'co an ican Is the greater because it knew the
so dirty a campaign
Remarkable claims are made for 400 feet; the weekly rate of advance Socialist: Felix B. Payne.
competition from abroad undei a spectacle nnd
administration during Its first five of this great man's weakness In that cheaper conditions."
as the Progressives have waged, is it the
Is
from
to
35
Twenty-seventfeet.
thirty
Ten
man
District Rio Arritoughness added to steel through
years as a state, that will bring sta respect and bad sought to suppress it
Thus spoke President Taft recently any wonder that some people on the the UBe of small quantities of the are employed operating three shifts. ba and Sandoval counties: Republiad
and keep It quiet. But It Is out now, and it is a rule that should make every outside doubt New Mexico's fitness metal
bility, business prosperity, growth,
The
main
ore
can:
A.
shoot
D.
discovered
In
upVargas of Ojo Caliente;
vanadium, according to a re
vancement, security and glory. He is and like "Fiddling" Bob Taylor, twice man who has the business prosperity for statehood?
port of the United States Geological per level will be reached in about Celestino Cordova.
one man in ten thousand born for governor and U. 8. Senator from Ten of New Mexico at
Twenty-elgh,theart, a Republican.
District Torrance,
Survey. It Is declared that after 600 feet farther. On the Oaks Comleadership and yet, always true to the nessee, he will have to be elected gov It is a rule that will maintain the
In Chaves county, Luis Rodrlgues treatment with vanadium steel has pany the new blacksmith
shop at Guadalupe and Santa Fe counties:
ernor despite his fiddling.
people of whom he Is one.
woolen Industry that each year puts was shot down and killed this week, great resistance to the strain, or as It Main Tunnel 1b nearly completed. Republican: Tranquillno Labadle of
The New Meiican might as well $7,000,000 and more into circulation
a rancher In the presence of sev- 1b termed the fatigue, caused by con-sla- lunnei heading Is advancing stead! Santa Rosa. Democratic: J. Asnen- make a clean breast of it now and In New Mexico among the poor peo- by
HELP FOR DROUTH STRICKEN.
ly. Material has been delivered to clon Rael of Santa Fe.
eral eye witnesses who made no efbending.
W. W. Parkinson, of Amarillo, Tex- confess that It has caught H. O. Bur ple as well as among the business
Twenty-nintthe Pacific mine for blacksmithshon.
to prevent the murder but ap
Coal Lands Await Valuation.
fort
District San Miguel
as, who Is a claimant to a homestead sum reading works like Marcus Aura- houses; It Is a rule that will protect proved It, because the victim was a
The government has a gigantic Round timbers are on the ground for and Guadalupe counties: Republican:
in the Estancla valley, has on his own llus, when he should have spent his other Industries In New Mexico. This Mexican,"
Manuel
in
task
hand
in
it
p.
Lula Rodriguez,
the classification and
is
Manzanares of Fort Sumshaft at south of mine.
was being a new state, many of its indus
behalf, and on behalf of those who are leisure moments as Hagerman
ner.
Democratic: Anselmo Gonzales,
true, was accused of a heinous crime, valuation of its coal lands in the
tries are in the "infant" class which but it was altogether the unsubstan- west. These lands ara nrnhnhlv fho DEMOCRATS TELL BARE-FACEof Sanchez.
similarly situated, started a fight for won't to spend them in his hey-de- y
a ruling that will permit bona fide in Santa Fe. A man who plays the need protection especially, and New tiated
Thirtieth District Lincoln, Otero
story of a demented woman, nation's greatest direct asset, not ev
LIES IN CAMPAIGN.
claimants to make final proof even fiddle and reads Marcus Aurellus In Mexico will never amount to anything who among more humane people, en excepting the millions of horseand Socorro counties:
Republican:
his
hours
too
to
of
be
is
rest,
comthe
drouth
apt
and poverty
unless these "Infant" industries are would have been In an institution of power latent In the rivers on the pub- Candidate
though
W. E. Blanchard of Richardson. Demfor Secretary of State Lets
pelled them to absent themselves sedate a man to shine at poker or In protected or called Into being by the mercy. The crime merely demon lic lands. During the last two years
Dr. Guido
ocratic:
Oscuro.
Rennlnger,
Loose Big Whopper at
from their claims a longer period the Hagerman "wine and dine" set policy of protection, against which strates (i en In the attitude of mind the United States
Geological
Las Cruces.
than the present law permits. Mr, But the Capital and tho Territory will the Democrats of this state have de of the Democrats of eastern New has examined in great geologloSurvey
detail
UNWRITTEN LAW SPECIOUS
Put UI with It for the next clared in their platform.
Parkman will be backed In his fight liave
over 15,000,000 acres of the western
Mexico toward the Spanish-America.
Aninnln T.iiam...
EXCU8E FOR MURDER.
t
by Delegate W. H. Andrews and the five years.
been
com
If
murder
the
had
people.
t and
5
Republican officials, as well as by the
IN8ULTING THE VOTER8' INTEL' mitted by Luis Rodriguez and the
Any Red Handed Assassin Can
tt
aJ"
8ay
The Tularosa Valley Tribune apolo
coming governor of the state, Holm
victim had been the murderer,
LIGENCE.
the 1,220,748 acres, with a valuation of! ,ced
.
He Killed In Defense of a
O. Bursum.
gizes to its readers for having been
The Rev, I. E. Seder, superintend people of that tame section would 137,871 740. There still
Woman's Honor.
.tto
at
Las
Mr. Parkman's case Is typical. He Republican last week.
nomwhich
"'Z'
Vegas
Its conscience ent of the
howeve
League, who have probably lynched Rodriguez as drawn,
Opelousas, La
Nov.
1. During
says that during the seasons of 1907 does not seem to be quite as calloused lost local option In the constitutional quickly as negroes are lynched In Mis- 'awaiting classification and valuation. LI" , TV11' tlcket waB heId
the argument of counsel in the case
d
and 1908, he worked on his land faith- as the Albuquerque Journal, which convention by his perverseness and sissippi and other Democratic com- The following table shows the states
rJarded
ooorf' " of Mrs.
an,d
Zee
was Permltted 4 enter except
Runge McRee rhnrrort
He borrowed $300 never apologizes for hopping from one fanaticism, comes out against the Re munities upon the
fully and hard.
pretext In which these lands are situated- - I0,"0
to put into Improvements but found side of the line to the other more publican candidates on the state tick and without the leastslightest
delegates unless they paid the with killing Allan Garland, the "un118 718
formality of a Arizona
written
law"
was
first mentioned this
a dollar each," and he then
that he could not raise sufficiently to rapidly than the flea could execute the et in the "Anti-Saloo239 903 guards
League," sup- trial. No wonder that
thoughtful California
afternoon when Colonel T, L. Lewis
askd 'who Btole th money collected. for
provide for his family. Winter came trick. The Tularosp Valley Tribune posed to be the official organ of that Spanish-America, , , 5,866! 763
people fear Dem- - Colorado
the
defense
said
that in Loulsana
no
could
and
be obtained In the also frankly intimates that the price assoclatlon. During the constitutional ocratlc domination in New Mexico.
work
Tnls falae Btateent was taken down
8i2G6!s09
Idaho
''there is no law providing
Estancla valley, where the claim Is placed in escrow was not big enough, campaign, he had to be rapped on the
punishment
.2li393 613 BtenographlcQlly.
Montana
for the man who
Mr. Parkman went to Santa a subject that the Journal modestly knuckles by such advocates of prohiattempts to seduce
located.
2i532,03s!
The poverty of the
Democratic New Mexico
.ul hl neighbor's wife, but
'
la n
Fe and Albuquerque to look for em- refrains from mentioning.
there
'
bition as Chief Justice William H. party Jn suitable material for candi- Nevada
'
92,141 ROSWELL HAS COVERED
unwritten law"
'
ployment to tide him over but was
Pope, and the New Mexican had hoped dates, Is evidenced by the Democratic North Dakota
THE M'DONALD BET.
18,215,384
The
prosecution oblecl fid. dnplirltiv
unable to get It. He was offered work
The Albuquerque Herald drives that he would be recalled from the ticket. Here In Sanla Fe
the Oregon
3,711
Ihe case was beinar trier! nn wrttlan
at Amarillo, Texas, and under the cir- home a telling truth when It says: New Mexico field for the sake of the names of three brothers, county,
South Dakota ...
A message received over the tele-Uta- law.
2,376,263
Francisco,
cumstances had to accept It.
Con"The essential difference between cause of temperance.
Alfredo and Manuel appear on the
'
6,128,923 Phone from Roswell today from E. A.
"We jlntend to try this case on the
Bursum and Hagerman Is that Bur
tinuing he says:
this occasion, he has timed Democratic ticket.
2,207 967 Cahoon, cashier of the Roswell bank, unwritten law"
State auditor, Washington
'" "At this time my family was away sum started at nothing and built up hisUpon
T.owi.
resnonded
attack on the Republican candi- sheriff and county clerk are the three Wyoming
10,71 l,87ii states that the Santa Fe bet of $1,000 "that law and
the law laid down h
for a short time, but did not leave the an honorable fame, whereas Hager dates, at the last moment, so that offices wanted by this
on H. O. Bursum has been covered
Howfamily.
by that splendid old lady, Mrs. Garland,
homestead permanently until the fall man started with a big nils of un- - the managers
of the
Total area
ever, the Democratic
manage- 78,152,808 the McDonald challengers
buti thai Who told Mrs.
'that every pert,f 1909. By this time conditions were earned money and wound up whera League cannot counteract his offensive ment is more or less aparty
8andoval County.
the second bet of $1,000 has been son has the McRee
family affair
right to protect her ho..
.u i,u iuv
oj uiw m mm jjuiouiu
which is hurting the anyway.
The setting off of a seventy pound turned down by the McDonald backers.
pariisansnip
or,"
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CANDIDATES ON THE REPUBLICAN TICKET.
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Flood's visit here and while he paid
him a few compliments on being a
awiMiM ii jiiiii.1 I"" i mmi
W. C. T. U. FOR
"
very fine gentleman from that cultured and historic state of Virginia,
yet he did not mince words In telling
" x
BE
how the grandfather clause had beeu
Introduced in Mr. Flood's state to
disfranchise the colored man and add"Mark my words.
this warning;
MiJust As Sure As the Sun ed
If you make your fundamental
law National Convention at
lwaukee Endorses IniquiGovernor en By of amendment, the day may come
Declares
Rises,
'
' !"
when some such law may be found
,i
j
Mills
William
tous Measure
.:.
v."'.-'In our constitution preventing a great
;,,,('!.
t ;,-majority of the people of New Mexico
;:(
from voting."
""',.
DO NOT SEEMTO UNDERSTAND
MASS
MEETING AT CAPITOL
u
Confidence In Bursum.
,
x.
f.
.fcii ?
The governor aroused much enthusiasm when he expressed his confidence
T. B. Catron Presides and Force in Mr. Bursum, the man, and said: Tha the Prohibition Cause Is
"I believe Holm O. Bursum will be
Materially Injured by This
fully Defends the
elected the first governor of New
Mistake.
Conttitntisn.
Mexico just as sure as the sun rises
'
tomorrow." (Cheers ancLappIaute.)
'
. .
.,
Milwaukee, Wis., Oct. 30. The Na
Despite the fact that the Republi
Continuing Mr. Mills said: "There
can candidate for governor, Holm 0. Is only one thing for you to do and tional W. C. T. U. convention today
Bursum could not reach the melting that Is to bring out the votes. You voted to endorse what is known as tbe
li.st night in time to address it and owe It to Mr. Bursum, you owe'lt to Flood amendment providing tor an
'
despite the fact that all Santa Fe the President of the United States easier method of amendment of the
New
was
of
Mexico,
constitution
owe
to
the
and you
it
knew that Mr. Bursum's train
Republican
held back by unavoidable delavs, a party; you owe it to your selves. I
Closed Up Hotel Bar.
out
to
turned
therefore
crowd
enthusiastic
ask
and
you
spare no efforts
big
The Women's Christian Temperance
last night at the Hall of Representa to roll up a mighty majority for Mr. Union has invaded Milwaukee. Two
tives to cheer tor the Republican Bursum. (Cheers.)
thousand white rlbboners occupy hoThe governor added that very Ut- tels and
ticket and to welcome the two speak
boarding houses In the "Fa
ers of the evening, Governor William ile need be said about the rest of the mous" oiv nnd havA apt nhnnt with a
J. Mills and Thomas B. Catron.
Republican ticket, the men on it being, determination that threatens a drouth
The entire capltol was brilliantly weu anown, irieu huu emcienc
,
t German com
the ,own of the
bunt
Hit at "Progressives."
In.
lighted and the pennants and
mnrtltv Thlr flrat ,.Hnn u
a
The
took
for
at
the
decorations
as
served
governor
fling
ing which
the bar of tber conveI1tion
other occasions gave the building and called Progressive movement in Newbotel be clo3edi N. p. Gllpatrlck, the
Mexico. He said that, judging by the'
tbe hall a festlvo appearance.
propretor t00k a Iook at the vlBlting
Band Plays.
u, ,uC
JOHN V. CONWAY,
delegation, headed by a determined
DISTRICT ATTORNEY E. C. ABBOTT,
The First Regiment Band was there gressives, they think they can carry delegate rom Kansaa and complied,
Candidate for Superintendent of Schools.
of
for
Candidate
He told the A b, g,
territory
in full uniform and discoursed stirr- the entire
Judge the First District.
tbe lnacr,ntIon,
bear,
trio of story of the boy and the bull frogs, the ,.closed n honor , the w c
ing airs and the Bursum
a
was
that
HUed
pond
3S
X X X X X
supreme voices sang song after song boy Imagining
X lentlon to the Public Schools of iisnta
decorat8 Gllpatrick's thirst parlor
of Captain E. E. Bolton, 23d U. S.
X X X X X X X X X
X X X
with the frogs from tbe hulabalooldurl
to a delighted audience.
X Fe County.
of the convon,lon,
the Bix d
Aged 39 years.
. In New
reX
X
was
on
made
but
Mexico,
he
in
A
i
the
lound,
Age 40 years,
ladles
of
they
Inspection, 0etoUer 28 t0 November 2..
The presence
many
Native of New Mexico.
CJ..t..
"
X peatedly captain of a Santa Fe com-ian- audience was noticed and they were there were only three or four of the
Native of Iowa..'
X
,
in,nr!
Tll w.m.n hVA
maA.
Born In Colfax County.
X
He
entered
nubile life early, nivlng
X
Educated in Kansas Schools. X
was colonel on the Governor's as enthusiastlo as the men in ' ap- noise-maker..t
Received education at St. X'a taste for politics.
He has served
.
...
ThA
Member of Bar In Kansas, X staff and is still an active officer of plauding the speakers. Many people
X
- tAlltnvo hta ,imori.
offnvemnr rnnollii1H.
nn nm.
Michael's College and Univer- X1 creditably and well, two terms as
HAnnn iron nnuaA. wnirn wi
X Ibe line, who takes part In encamp- stood in the doorway during the oiiuuun.
X Colorado and New Mexico.
iub greui quesuon oe- hoAHmiartBr. nf thA nrenntintlnn
of
X!
Mexico.
New
of
member
sity
the City Board of Ertuca-X
Officer of the National Guard. X ments and the National rifle contests speechmaking and the gallery was iur iub vuiero at mo coiuiiib eiecugn
Was in hotel business in
Th.,, alirrA. hnwevor l. nnt vet an-tion, two terms as member of the
X at Seagirt and Camp Perry.
X
Served In the Legislature.
is a national question: "Shall NewBuredi for tbe
X City Council,
seventeen
packed.
enBconced
this
for
yearB.
and eleven years as
city
proprltor
'
X
Served as district attorney X
Admitted to Bar.
Chairman of the Republican Cen- Mexico turn over to the Democratic :hlmself behind the de8k and pIeaded
Entered public life while yet X County
of Public
Superintendent
' X
X under three governors.
ui
rvmaiu iu iub itepuuiicuu for time. W. C. T. U. leaders, bowev- - X In his teens.
X Schools.
Mr. Abbott read law
under his tral Committee, Thomas B. Catron puny
He Is a firm believer In the
column?"
Served as Assistant U. S. X father In
X
Colonel
and
Served creditably and well X best system of American' Public
er, are confident that their demands X
Kansas, was admitted to the presided at the meeting
X Attorney.
X bar in Colorado
He pointed out the advantages tbat will be met and
and New Mexico, and Jose D. Sena was Interpreter.
they will, In the first X two terms as City Alderman, X Schools, and has given the subject ot
I:X lias been
X
to
this
Married.
accrue
would
re
with
Mr.
by
Catron
the
territory
meeting
opened
district
under three
day of their occupation of Milwaukee, X and two terms on the City X education, and of good schools, great
enthus- maining Republican, emphasizing the,hav. .wor-ned- "
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX governors, Otero, attorney
X attention and much study, in recent
two of its lidltiir X Board of Education.
Curry and Mills, a brief addreBB and aroused
illAt the end of the present
X
JjotelB
holding that position at present for the iasm when he declared that the peo- Biiu eaiieneuue ui cuiire cuuinr,
years. He has had, as shown by his
as- ciuaing Mew Mexico, naa wnen
The New Mexican has taken great counties of Santa
tne
X year will have served eleven X, record, considerable experience, and
Fe, Torranc) and ple of the territory are about to
- X LIb
pride In the judicial nominations that Taos.
as
X
School
SuperHe was also for two years sume the privileges of a sovereign Democrats did obtain control of the
years
County
administration, while in charge
A MAIL CARRIER'S LOAD.
have been made by the Republican assistant U. S.
X of the public schools of Santa Fe
intendent.
people In casting ballots for their gov- administration under Cleveland.
Attorney.
As
took
his
The
the
the
nomination
seat
a
weak
for
when
heavier
he has
governor
Seems
party.
ernor and other officials.
party's
X
Member of Brotherhood of X County, has been honest, efficient, fair
A Veteran Legislator.
the First Judicial District In the perHe pointed out how, a year ago, In band struck up a lively air and then back and kidney trouble. Fred Deuh- - X American Yeoman, and Span- - X and with a view to the best interests
Mr. Abbott served two terms In the
,
son of the present district attorney,
Mall Carrier, at Atchison, Kan., X
that same hall, the people had sent the meeting adjourned as It was
X of all concerned, namely, the children,
Alliance.
of Red
As a resident
E. C. Abbott, is so eminently fitting legislature.
their representatives to draft e con- tain that Mr. Bursum could not arrive ays: "I have been bothered with X
Married July 4, 1904, to Miss X iheir parents, the
the prop-that for a time It looked as 1! he Blver, where he has extensive mining stitution for the state of New Mexico. for an hour or more.
X erty' owners and the people generally.
kndney and bladder trouble and had
Nellie C. Coombs, of Arkansas
And It being Hallowe'en
would receive the endorsement of the interests, he represented Taos county Continuing he said:
many a a severe pain across my back. When X City, Kansas.
X while in office he has carefully car-and that very ably, In the 34th legisla
was voter was willing to go home to pro--, ever I carried a heavy load of mall
"And when that constitution
opposition, and only at the last momrled' put the spirit "and letter ol the
Some
ent, for "political" reasons solely. It' tive assembly. He represented Santa drafted by these 100 men, you voted tect that door mat and that screen' wiy kidney trouble Increased.
"
law, and doip all 'he could for the
legisla- on It and
door
else
around
the
nlnced an nnnosln candidate In the Fe county In the thirty-sixtor' anything
time ago, I started
taking Foley
you found it good. You
John V. Conway, who appears on betterment, improvement and advance-th- e
-- ld
tlve assembly and there Incurred the
be
off
house
that
the
them
and
since
carried
Pills
by
might
rolled up a majority of 18,000 votes
taking
Kidney
list of the Republican candidates n ent iff. the, public school system of
Hager- - for that constitution
Mr. Ahhntt wm raised una erMcated enmity of former Governor
be- practical prowlers and prank players. I have gotten entirely rid of all my
(Cheers)
.
in this campaign, in Santa Fe county, this county.
now
am
as
and
souni
trouble
in a legal atmosphere, his father, "'"i- - for Abbott has the courage of cause you found It gave you every
kndney
for County Superintendent of Public'
Made a Good Record.
118 convictions and stood up as a
as
ever."
citizen
EARNINGS
ENORMOUS
by
Judge Abbott, being an attorney and
any private
right enjoyed
Schools, is a man who has seen a; His administration has been csreful
sgainst the attempt of Hagerman in any Bta,te In the Union. (Applause.)
For sale by all druggists.. .,
been for several terms Judge of
BY .THE 8TEEL TRUST.
Mr. Con-'0n,
great deal of public life.
economical, and has from time to
" nunuuacau pan ami "It Is a splendid Instrument I
Mr. Ab- '
ft, dlstrlot
court In Kansas.
Is a native of Colfax county,
me been highly commended by the
way
was
the
its
He
leaders.
from end to end and I Regular Dividend for .Quarter ..Debott was born at Glenwood, Iowa, but disgrace
read
have
It
Was born at Cimarron, Territorial Department of Education
New Mexico.
legls-ent- s
FALCONIO SENDS OUT
when he was two years old, his par-- floor 'eader and hls Impress on
have heard many speeches delivered
clared by Directors Today at '
January 11th, 1872. "His father came for his efficiency and accuracy In
APOSTOLIC VALEDICTORY.
moved to Kansas where he at 'tlon was for the public good and about It. Not once has anything
Meeting,.
to New Mexico from St. Louis, Mo., submitting school reports, and also
tended the public schools at Sterling,, '.r Progress.
New York, Oct. 31. Directors
wrong with It been discovered, not
of
In the early '60's, in the government the business-lik- e
manner with which
Will Make a Good Judge,
,
once has a defect been pointed out the U. S. steel corporation today de- Expresses Highest Appreciation of All
.Lyons, and Garden City, and gradua
service, and made New Mexico his ie ba8 thoroughly systematized the
Shown Him By
Kindnesses
There is no doubt of his election to Then why should we now be called clared the
ted with high honors from the Kansas
hom. While in the, then, prosperous public schools of this county. He Is
regular quarterly dividend
the Judgeship and Santa Fe, Rio
People.
State Agricultural College in 1893.
upon to vote on an amendment to It of 1 4 per cent on the common
ln well and favorably known throughmining camp of Ellzabethtown,
rlba and San Juan counties, compris- - (Cries of "Yes, why?").
In National Guard.
stocks. The regular quarterly divi31. An what Is now Colfax county, he married out the county and in the city. He is
D. C, Oct.
Washington,
"But some of the Democrats say, dend of 1 4
He there began to take that Inter- - lug the First Judicial District, Bie to
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valedictory was sent to all one of
We on
est in the National Guard which has be congratulated upon the fact that he make It easier of amendment.
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It should not be easily changed if it earnings
government employ, and then later he will perform them satisfactorily
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can, Charles J. Laughren of Deming; li to be fundamental.- In this consti- ueiuirer ot, were ji,no,io( wiui ur ,'nicono saying that "my elevation
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but do you want these rights taken 12,745,494.
ciently and more thoroughly conduc(to the United States," expressed his ago.
s
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away at the whim of any ono? If
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ted than ever before.
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Socialists Have Candl.
A vote for John V. Conway, next
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"the legislative foundations it
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For sale by all dealers, d'affaires.
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Southwest.
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District,
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at Home at Rectory pf Church
Democratic
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present, being a bound volume con
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.
the Governor.
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George B. Bent of Belt.
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The next speaker was Governor
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:ftJ
Second District, Mora county
...y
'
Weekly Press and New Mexico Press
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The Rev. John W. Heal, who comfrom the first number, dated January
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arose to speak.
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W. Brown.
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of the
This paper was the first of any con- months, as minlster-ln-chargThird District, Guadalupe end San well; Socialist, Henry Adams, Green-Migu- it was a great pleasure to him to
7
counties Republican, Louis field.
sequence published In New Mexico Episcopal church of the Holy Faith,
speak to an audience of Santa FeanB.
Twentieth District, Eddy county
I ?
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i
outside of Santa Fe, and during most comes to Santa Fe by leave of abIlleld of Las Vegas; Democrat, Flla-- ;
He said that it was true that he had
o the period covered by this volume sence granted by the bishop of westDemocratic, F. F, Doepp of Carlsbad; notcome to the convention hail pre
delfo Baca of Las Vegas. .
Mr. Heal Is a man ot
was in warm controversy with the ern Colorado.
Fourth District. Rio Arriba county Progressive Democrat, E. T. Duna-- pared to deliver the speech of the
Santa Fe Gazette. It was ably edit. middle age and pleasant address, and
ReDublican. Thomas D. Burns of Way of Artosla,
evening as he had hopes early in the
.Roosevelt day that Mr. Bursum would arrive in
Twenty-Firs- t
ed by Hon. Hezeklah S. Johnson, who Is a clergyman of varied experience
District,
Tierra Amarilla;
Democrat, J. R.
was afterwards for six years Judge tn the church. He is well acquainted
CANUTO ALARID,
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Ball of Espanolo,
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Candidate for Probate Judge.
Fifth District, Bernalillo, San Juan Portalcs; Democratic, A. J. Evans; self .(Cries of "Hurrah for Bursum").
The governor then said: "But my
palgn of 18C4, It strongly advocated having been for ten or twelve years
and Sandoval counties Republican, Socialist, J. I. Temple.
Twenty-Seconthe election as delegate tn Congress in charge of churches in Colorado.
District, Quay coun friends, I hear tonight tbat the DenJose L. Perea of Albuquerque; DemoXivery young and has been one of the ot Francisco Perea, against Padre Previous to that time hs officiated in
crat, J. F. Sulzer of Albuquerque; So- tyRepublican, C. L. Klinefelter ot ver & Rio Grande has broken its rec
Rein
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Age 60 years.
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cialist, C. E. Glecker of Albuquerque. Obar; Democratic, C. H. Alldredge of ord of being a day late and Is onlj
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Born in Santa
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Sixth District, Rio Arriba and San- Tucumcarl; Socialist, D. Roy Welch. four or five hours late. (Laughter.)
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Twenty-thir- d
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time he has permitted his friends to
Colonel E. W. Eaton, then an, of- - 'centjy at Montrose.
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A. Mlera of Cuba; Democratic, ty Republican. George Singleton of from the north, and we had hoped
He fleer ot
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volunteers, and Candelario I The high regard ln which he Is
Clovlg; Democratic, J, T. Babry of that he would arrive for the opening
Jose M. Lopez of Alcalde.
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of the meeting.'
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Board of Education, being for one tral war
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epoch, there Is much mili- was elected secretary of the convocaSocialist, of Silver City.
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of Albuquerque;
kind words about the governor's
of Board of Eduyear
president of that body, and In the tary news, and the advertisements of tion, a member of the Council of AdPresident
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services on the bench before assumcation and member for several
sales of confiscated property, aband- vice, a delegate to the Missionary
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the
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Ninth District, Union and Colfax I, Modero, In Chihuahua last night, Ba)d poneerg Me Mr, Catron deserve X
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.
This volume beomred to thn late at Cincinnati a year ago.
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.iHb-in an'w. S. Burke, who was engaged In ed- - Umo of coming to Santa Fe he was
f Si.
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Moreover, be Is ttorial work In Albuquerque for thir
Madero
cd king for Vasquez Gomez.
intelligent manner.
Clayton; Socialist, A. L. Ratcllffe.
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Continuing, he said:
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Tenth District, Santa Fe county
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society by his widow. No other tile accompanied to Santa Fe by his sisRepublican, Benjamin F. Pankey of quickly put down the Zapata revolt, the ladder of statehood and now we Republican convention of Santa Fe has enough resoluteness to act by
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for Probate or control htm.
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In Chihuahua was marked by continuthe boon we've sought. (Applause.) county as a candidate
Otero of Santa Fe.
settled and at home In the Episcopal
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Taft Approved It.
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men
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and
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elected
rheumatism,
He was and upright man, who,
We hear much of the constitution has lived here all his life.
publican, Squire Hartt of Ranches de
ai- educated in St. Michael's College and bate Judge will act with impartiality - men, mean Kianey trouDie. m not
"I do not believe there Is any other of this new state, the constitution
Taos; Democratic, F. W. Drake of
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his boyhood learned the print- and Judgment
der
so
for
since
cough
good
whooping
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and all
hoarseness
Is very of medicine but stop it promptly with' In the throat,
Remedy," slltutlon PRESIDENT TAFT FOUND er's trade in the New Mexican print- tlon to the people. Mr. Alarld
( Chamberlain's
Cough
Twelfth District, Valencia county-Repub- lican,
and Foley Kidney Pills.
haB many friends
They regulate coughs and colds, take Foley's Honey
Demo
writes Mrs. Francis Turpin, Junction ONE OF THE BEST INSTRUMENTS ing office and during 45 years has popular and
Boleslo Romero;
To-end
Contains no
Tar Compound.
FRAMED BY A worked ln that office, excepting the there is no doubt that he will be elec-- the action of the urinary organs.
This remedy Is also un- - OF GOVERNMENT
City. Ore.
cratic, Herbert M, Hill ot Belen
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brief neriods ln which he followed ted by a good majority ln the No- rile ln action, quick In results.
Thirteenth District, Sierra, Grant, surpassed for colds and croup. For PEOPLE." (Applause.)
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For sale by all druggists.
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He entered politics vember election.
The governor then spoke ot Mr. other business.
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New Way to Make Apple
INSIDE HISTORY OF EXPERT'S
Dumplinda
Served With Bard Sane or Craea
and Sugar
SyMnJanttMcKmicHin, Editor oj
Ik Boston Cooiing Sisool Ntguiint

k

PENITENTIARY REPORT

pleasant ana easy way to

Here is a new way to make apple
dumplings that will surely please every
housewife, for It is not necessary to How Herbert J. Htigerman Failed in Hi
Dastardly
decorated In have whole apples,asami tne juice cannot
with apple dumpJudge M. C. Mechem arrived yester- The dining room was a beautiful
run out and burn
Ruin
and
Honest
an
to
Effort
con'
blue
and
Capable
pink
making
day from Socorro.
lings where the apple is placed in the
center aud the doutsn turneu upamuna
The Thirteen Card Club Is meeting trast with the coloring of the room,
Republican Leader.
colIn
the
and
C.
orange
A.
The biscuit part forms a crispy
ot
parlor
library,
Mrs.
home
it.
today at the
ami
ored
the
blossoms
holds
and
shell
that
chrysanthe
yellow
juice,
apples
Thomas.
mums
with berries and
arranged
To the People of New Mexico:
brought to New Mexico the
Harper J. Cunningham came In yes- brown tinted
leaves, formed a unique
The Albuquerque Morning Journal "Colorado expert." This man did
terday trom his ranch to spend a few and
delightful decoration.
In course of its fight on Mr. H. 0. fcverni weeks of mysterious work in
days In Santa Fe.
"The Musical Leader." one of the
for the offices ot the territorial auditor,
Bursum. Renubllcan candidate
Mrs. Thomas A. Hayden has returnFor full particulars
class
known
best
speaks
publications
governor of this state, has seen Bt In the governor and the attorney gened from Florida where she has been
us follows of a musical recital recent
a number of recent publications to eral and upon this examination formfor several months,
In Chicago by Miss Mary Meseek to draw me Into the controversy ulated a report which was spread
Mrs. H. E. Holdaway of Chicago, la ly given
Fie, daugther of Judge and Mrs. John
with the lnslnualion that my report, broadcast throughout New Mexico by
visiting her mother, Mrs: Frans and R. McFie of this
who will apand
city
A.
Fiske.
made under the direction ot the court Hagerman and the Journal.
This
address Desk
her sister, Mrs. E.
vis-Ite- d
soon In a concert under the ausit,.i.
pear
Santa
m
of
Fe,
Mr. Bureum's administration as fcteat "expose" was shown to mo after
C ApU Daawllajs
upon
Mrs. Maggie Taylor
theater
the
Elks'
of the Elks at
pices
last
one-M- f
Simmons
Mexico
W.
who
F.
siflti
and
its
New
askcuts
of
Jlovr;
and
the
Mrs.
Mr.
completion by Hagerman
Of
superintendent
Fe:
in Santa
ImspMnful salt; 3 V;W kaspoonfuls penitentiary,
was a "cooked up af- ed me what I thought of It. I told him
week. Moriarty Messenger.
Mary Mc A C HaJtmg Jiumer;
The young mezzo-soprantKp shorten
fair." The Journal's effort has been 1 wanted time to go Into It and give
Mr. and Mrs. C. Leonard ot Pieblo, Fie,
of
Sherwood
the
the
about
first
cup
apples.
gave
mUt;
A special offer open to those who writs at ono.
yi
tne;
to create the impression that the ex- a thorough examination, told him that
Colo.! are sightseers here and are
School recitals
Saturday afternoon.
Fill the cups of a battered muffin pan amination I made was not thorough, ns it stood it was probably false. I
stopping at the Montesuma Hotel.
Heart at with oared and sliced apples, sprinkle
Included:
My
The
program
was misleading, was Incorrect and told him that It was indefinite and
Colonel Ralph E. Twitchell, of Las
ls
with salt ana turn two or tnree
Thy Sweet Voice (Samson and Delof water into each cup. Sift was made with the sole purpose of that I knew It to be Incorrect. I adVegas, the well known lawyer and
Saint Saens
ilah)
vised him not to make It public until
Homer together, three times, the flour, salt and 'whitewashing" Mr. Bursum.
historian, Is at the Palace Hotel.
"Dearest"
Mr. Bursum had had an opportunity who under Hagerman, was to have proven tlic report of the man from
Unprlnclpal Assault.
powder; workintnesnortening,
The Saturday Card Club is meeting "Harmony"
Del Riego baking
and mix to a soft douch with the milk.
contained "le1 a" Information and secured the Colorado to be correct. Mr. Nell B.
The Journal Is giving much pub to answer the charge
this afternoon at the home of Mrs. "For Your Sake"
Wrightson
Drop the douRh from a spoon with the licity to this matter. It is advertising therein, which opportunity had been arrest of Mr. Bursum for embezzle-denie- Field appeared in the case representJ. O. Schumann on Lincoln avenue.
smooth
ex
a
Barcarolle ("Tales of Hoffman.")
it
in
apples the cups, givi njf
hlra throughout the examlna- - ment. My statement and report were ing his clients, the Colorado Title &
what it chooses to call my "cleverMrs. Herbert Holloway and her
minMiss McFie has a contralto of rich terior. Ivei Dane auuui iwciuy-nv- c
at the same time admitted to Mr. Trust Co.
This company expects
deuahter. Miss Holloway, are here natural quality, and In the Interpre utes. Invert the nan on a large serving- - ness." The effort to injure me and Hon.
E. P. Holcomb, and after going over that a large damage suit would be
A Yellow Sensation.
to attack my integrity has been delibfrom Chlcogo. They are at the Mon- tation of the varied program showed dish. Put a spoonful of hard sauce above
"
in each dumpling and finish erate. It has been as unprincipled as The sensational manner In which the entire matter with them in detail the result of the report made by their
the
tezuma.
genuine musical Insight and apprecia withapple
the assault upon Mr. Bursum. I feel, Hagerman caused this report .o be both Mr. Holcomb and Mr, Gortner "expert."
a grating ol nutmeg.
Mrs.O. H. VanStone Is enjoying a tion. Her voice la of excellent range
T!i U onlv one of themnriT new. iWldou rtd therefore, that I should make a state put before the public Is well known, expressed themselves as satisfied as
It was at the request of Mr. Neil
viBit from her mother who arrived and the lower tones are under admira aprtuin(r recipe contained in the K C Cook 'a ment
B. Field that the report of the Colocovering the matter of this re- l was the most unfair attempt ever to the correctness of my work,
Book, which may beobtaincdwvhyaen.iins
from Santa Fe Tuesday night. Estan-ci- ble control.
to
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the.
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made
events
ruin
and
to
the
th onlemi certificate Dacked in ewry
port
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rado man be not taken up for conDd Not obJeoti
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Daily News.
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personally familiar with character of a public man. Hagerman
rn rhieaco. Be 8re to ffet the
Afterwllrd8 , Bubmltted my ltate. sideration and that the only question
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Hagerman and the Morning Journal position in an effect to ruin a man he uIflp
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R. P. Winchester, a traveling man for Congress, was in the city yesterMiss Helen Laughlin has been honHaierman
8,,andThe original trouble between Mr.
brought, E. P. Holcomb
CHARLES V, S AFFORD,
of my report on
ored at Smith College which she is from Albuquerque, is at the Palace.
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of certain recommendations made by intention
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yesterday at Bernalillo and AlbuquerR. H. Sims, receiver of
was dismissed BpoD8e to,
Hagerman
the department of the
Dr. and Mrs. F. H. Cary of Worces- que.
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land office at Las Cruces, nas return governor, regarding the appointment from the office in disgrace by the
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hotel.
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Veeraa until after November 7, at ney,
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nev. mr.
the office ot tbe district court clerk the enlightened
Progressive- DemoMounted Policeman- - A. A. Sena Is registered: at
I
which time he will leave for Arizona.
at Silver City. They are open to ev- crats on the Pecos valley to come to
has Bright Is state superintendent of the
he
where
Rafael
San
here
from
Las Vegas Optic.
Methodist missions.
i
ery man who canes to see them. The the aid of their oppressed comrades
some business.
Mrs. K. B. Patterson and Mrs. M. H. been attending to
Casimiro Barela of Trinidad, Colofacts are as stated.
in northern and western counties who
D. Shea of the Denver and Rio
W.
atto
to
Milwaukee
Byrd have gone
were unable to free themselves from
:
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The Costs.
a trip to rado the popular Republican leader
from
has
returned
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Grande
of
the
convention
national
tend the
and for many years a member of the
It is true that for making this re- present political slavery. . He un
"
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Estancla.
;
Willard
and
home
are
U.
T.
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W.
expected
Colorado
They
legislature, arrived in San
'
port I received the sum of 1200, paid doubtedly left the Impression that
Solomon Luna left this morning for
ta Fe after campaigning for the Re
by the end of the week.
,'jjv ,rU'
to me upon the order of the court. the people of those counties are
home at Los Lunaa after spendMrs. James W. Wilson and daught his
In
Mex
New
northern
publican ticket
Out of this amount I paid my assist weaklings unable to look after their
daya in the city. Albu- ico.
er of Roswell, were In Albuquerque ing several
Herald.
ants, sheriff's fees for serving sub own Interests and pleaded with the
Holm O. Bursum, Republican nom
yesterday, leaving last night for their querque
C. C. Hall, a business man of Cenpoenas, the stenographers who took people of eastern New Mexico to
home. They had been east on a trip
for governor, arrived in the city
inee
tral Point, Oregon, who is on his way
testimony, and all costs of the ex- help them. He stated that he exad
and
Albuquerque Journal.
early
morning
yesterday
Montezupected to carry some of the Republiamination conducted by me.
President E. P. Ripley of the Santa east, was registered at the
V
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a
dressed
, '
last
Agua
night
meeting
can strongholds in the northern part
Expert Received $1200 Illegally.
Fe railroad system, will pass Lamy in ma hotel yesterday.
He left this morning over the
Fria.
before me of the state. Mr. McDonald promAmong the witnesses
his private car from Chicago some Colonel W. C. Collier, director gen Denver and Rio Grande for Taos and
was the Colorado . "expert."
This ised a satisfactory explanation of the
time tonight on his way to his winter eral of the San Diego Exposition, who will be in Santa Fe tomorrow night
man refused to defend his work as cattle dipping question, but utterly
!f here for a vacation, spent yesterday
home at Santa Barbara, California
Nathan B. Stern, multimillionaire,
will be. seen by his Bworn statement failed to satisfy the cattle
raisers
Miss Carolyn Davis, who Is the at the Valley Ranch.
and head of the largest clothing eswhich Is a matter of public record, I of this county who almost to a man
William B. Douglas, U. S. examiner tablishment in America, was in the
guest of Miss Ruth Laughlin, will reare
held this man for more than two
opposing him.
main In the Capital City a few days of surveys, Is hare from Washington, city Saturday and registered at the
days trying to make him testify. The
longer. Miss Davis has a charming D. C. He Is at the Palace hotel. T. Palace, He was accompanied by Mrs.
with
D Getzendammer of Indiana, is
Albuquerque Journal calls especial at- M. & GROVES IS
Pauline B. Stem and came here per
personality and will always be
him.
tention to the fact that I was paid
in the Ancient City.
ALERT BUSINESSMAN.'
auto. They are on their way to the
11200 by the court for doing
legit-Imat- a
The Wallace Club is meeting this
F. S. Blackmore, farmer of the Es- coast
M.
S.
In
work
afternoon at the home of Miss Phelps panola valley, Rio Arriba county, is at
the public Bervlce, The
Groves, of Carlsbad, who la
Former Secretary of the Interior
on East Palace avenue. Besides the the Montezuma hotel. F. W. Schneid- Garfield and son of the martyred presiJournal deliberately a candidate for one of the three corAlbuquerque
on the
members of the club the guests are er and W. L. Brown of Espanola, are dent, spent a pleasant quarter hour
to
poration
state
neglects
that this Colorado
commlsslonershlps
Miss Davis of Denver, Miss March with him.
in the New Mexican editorial office to
"expert" was paid $1200, from terri- Republican state ticket, is one of the
of Columbus, and Miss Grygla of this Col. E. W. Dobson of Albuquerque, day. He is much Interested in the
torial fundB under the order of court best known young businessmen of the
Until about a decade ago
battle but is
and without any authority
city.
of any Territory.
is here on legal business. He is reg New Mexico political
he was a resident of Rio Arriba county
Rev. J. W. Heal has arrived from istered at the Montezuma hotel. J. here altogether on professional bust- statute of which we know.
and his
Colorado Springs and is at the Episco- J. Sheridan, former deputy U. S. mar Dess. He left tonight and expects
lumbering operations took
Expert Report "Disappeared."
to be home In Ohio in time for the
In closing this statement I want to him from Espanola to Chama. Then
pal rectory. He will officiate tomor- shal, is with him.
be
moved to the southeastern
row forenoon at the services In the
exIsaac Barth, candidate for the state election there on November 7. Mr.
say that there was no attempt on my
Church of the Holy Faith. It is ex senate from Bernalillo county, arrived Garfield is an ardent advocate of tin
part to be harsh or to discredit the tremity of the commonwealth and IdA
entified
himself
i
be
will
i "l.'
here for the next at noon today and dined with Chair short ballot.
with the welfare and
pected that he
report of this Colorado "expert." His
six months as priest in charge.
Mrs. J. C. Robinson and daugh
man A. A. Jones of the Deemocratic
report was discredited on its face, At progress of the lower Pecos valley.
V. 8AFFORD,
CHARLE8
His
business
Miss
who
Dr. and Mrs. F. R. Lord are back central committee.
Robinson
have
ter
Edna
training, his knowledge
the time I made my examination
I
from a two weeks' trip to Harvey's
Cleofes Romero, warden of the been spending the past year at Sundid not have thlB report. This report of every part of New Mexico, his abilto speak both English and Spanish
upper ranch. Dr. Lord reports that state penitentiary at Santa Fe, ar mount Sanatorium, left for their two
wlth " the papers corres-ment- ity
suggestions regarding appoint- - Bursum would refuse It and that
fit him peculiarly for a
the mountains are full of grouse. He rived this afternoon and will be in home In Chicago last week.
place on the
et- - concerning
P0I"1nc
the
effort
Mr.
became
indlgHagerman
could be then arrested for embeszlehad an eye out for deer, but If he Las Vegas a short time attending the
Mrs. George Brazell, of Memphis, nant.
to ruln Mr- - Bursum left the office of corporation commission.
He asserted that Mr. BurBum
( h.
taw any be missed his shot, for he Republican convention. Las Vegas Tenn., entered Sunroount Sanatori- and no
"""".the governor presumably at the time
other man could presume to
returned empty handed. Las Vegas Optic.
um yesterday.
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
lne lneu assistant attorney general Mr. Hagerman left it as no vestige of
recommendations to him as to
ake
Optic.
J. D. Hand, a well known rancher ny
F. W. Drake, the lumber man of
Mr. Hagerman and district attorney who was an ap- - tnem could be found in the files of Tablets do no tslcken or gripe, and
appointment.
Holm 0. Bursum, Republican canfor the from Los Alamos. San Miguel coun-ity- . stated that the appointment of terri- - polntee ot Mr. Hagerman.
may be taken with perfect safety by
who is
The de- - the office.
didate for governor, comes to Santa Albuquerquefrom Taos running
Is In the city and will remain here
the most delicate woman or the youngcounty, is reg.
terlal officials was his personal prlvi- - mand on Mr, Bursum was made and
ynat
stipulation
Fe tonight He Is accompanied by legislature
est child.
The old and feeble will
istered at the Montezuma hotel from until after the election.
.
ege and that he would get rid of Mr. he promptly made the payment for
,
T
George W. Armijo Attorney General Hodges, the camp of the Santa Bar
uIbo find them a most suitable remedy
. .
Bursum or any other man who at-- the falsely alleged shortage under!
,
, .
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Frank W. Clancy and Judge A. B bara Tie and Pole Company.
for aiding and strengthening their
to interfere with that prlvi- - protest.
Mr. Bursum requested by his
7,
Mrs. Walter will not be at home to tempted
14
Fall. They are on their way to Taos,
!"
for the stipulations
weakened digestion and for reguKtlng
lege. He also stated that he would attorney that he be allowed to take
morrow.
where they will speak Monday, but Judge Clarence J. Roberts,
he
would
have
the
notibetween
bowels.
For sale by all dealers.
ruin Mr.
nnlltlcl .tBtidlmr the matter In the courts as he did
candidate for the supreme court.
Mr. Fall will be in Las Vegas Monday
who has been holding court In the Albuquerque.
owe the money or any part of It.
General A. S. Brookes has and his influence In the territory.
Adjutant
evening.
southern part of the territory In
Request for Fair Hearing Denied.
Hagerman Felt Big.
gone to Las Cruces on business.
Rev. B. Z. McCuliough returned last courtesy
to
Judge Pope, passed
M. A. Ross, the well known lumber
I had several Interviews with Mr.
This request for a fair hearing was
evening from the Abbott ranch In the through here yesterday on his way
Hagerman and he repeated a number refused by Hagerman's explicit dl- Rlto de los Frijoles. Mrs. McCuliough to his home in Raton. Laa Vegas man is here from Albuquerque.
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HO MONEY REQUIRED until you receive and
approve of your
William Alaen Smith, United States
N. A, Hardeman, the St. Louis hard- Mr. Bursum," and also referred
to without the consent of its attorney
week, when Judge and Mrs. A. J. Ab- senator from
ami allow TESJ DAYS' FRE TRIALduiTiiif
Michigan, was in Lamy ware salesman, is calling on the trade. other prominent Republicans
whom general, that being the law. He was
indynne,r.,rJi.
bott will come Into town from their
which timo
may rldo tlio ulcrclo and nut It to any U--l you nUUT
for a few minutes on the
Miss Lena Krlck has returned from he said he would have to "eliminate.
forced therefore by Hagerman's orranch In the Rlto to remain until after yesterday
If you are then not perfectly Batlnfled or do not wish to keen the
California. Limited, and talked inter Chicago where she had a delightful
election.
him recourse to ' the
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refusing
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estingly of conditions here, Mr. Smith visit. .
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prollt above
At the solicitation of Hagerman one law, to stand for a time before the
The Fifteen Club met Friday after who is a Republican, was chairman
William Taber,' the postmaster at
?ci"lI."ft,7ycostJvYou.1avo,,0 togamlildlonwn's prollts
B. P. Holcomb was Bent here by the public in the position of having had
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noon with Mrs. Marsh, Mrs. Walter of the Senate committee on territo
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your
hi"
v In
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Glorleta, where he Is the Republican
That to repay money which It was claimed
department of the interior.
presiding. Roll call was answered by ries at the last session of Congress, leader, is at the Montezuma.
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Caroline Davis,
paper
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T. D. Leib, of Raton, Democratic
Oil WILL BE ASTONISHED r''?n '.,u "ioori.niiroi onion.
record at the penitentiary covering ed for. It was necessary for him in
Mrs. Thomas, "The Ladles' Battle." blond of Denver and a graduate in candidate for district
Judge was In one
day. Holcomb's statements and order to get Into court and to have
Mrs. Boyle read "Three Dreams In a 1909 of Colorado College, is visiting the city last
lIH,ltw wlln
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evening on his way home
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course
concluded that the proper
for
legislature.
Events closed the program. The club her home on Don GaBpar avenue. Miss paigning.
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him was to bring charges against Mr.
meets again November 10, with Miss Davis met Miss Laughlin in Berlin
Veto.
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Not
Hagerman
imported
roilrl!ilin
ud
puts, main udl
IMDHAKES.
Attorney A. B. Renehan has re- Bursum which would give him ground
Massie, Mrs. Weltmer to preside.
after leaving college and with her turned
When that body convened Mr. Bur-from a campaign tour.
He for
dismissing him from office, for
Puncture-Proo- f
$
After the oratorical contest last ev- toured Europe. Miss Davis Is very reached Albuquerque at midnight
Hedgethorn
eeklng publicly to disgrace him,
popular In Denver society as she was
ening, the Juniors gave a reception to In
Sunday, arriving from Clovis end nd for attempting to kill Mr. Bur-- conceivable effort was made by Hasrr
Colorado Springs.
the high school teachers and seniors
U
german to prevent the passage of
eastern New Mexico where he has sum's political influence.
Mrs. Max Nordhaus, of Las Vegas, been
In the Domestic Science rooms at the
an
act
beBursum
a
allowing
bearing
for
the
speaking
Republican
Swore.
Hagerman
fore the court.
The legislature, miff nu tou m lamfii pair for ?4.W ttih tbiih ordtr t4.S5
High School building. It was a most wife of the general manager o! the ticket,
Hagerman consulted me about the however, passed such an act and NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES
enjoyable affair. Miss Hazel Sparks Charles Ilfeld company,' Is visiting
Holm O. Bursum, Republican candi
not let thaalrout.
a
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matter.
me
kind
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the
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in
who
Tah,eroliwlll
first prize In the contest, friends and relatives
Alouquerqie. date for governor, will arrive from
placed It before Hagerman and he did ANAILS,
hundred
tuouaiid ualrawild last vnnp.
he wanted and stated the show- not dare refuse his
had never before entered Into a conWill 8. Prager, of the Jaffa-Prage- r
MailfllnallsUuH. It
of It.
Taos this afternoon and deliver the port
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lim.il inutilA easy
Holcomb and Gortner Satisfied.
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nnri
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U
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a Kucclnl quality of rubhnr. which never hn- orations for the occasion were placed
last night, leaving on tha morning ing to be held in the Hall of Rep thoroughly familiar with territorial
Upon the passage of this act ad- oomeH porous and which closes on small
financing affairs and I told Hagerman
train for hli home In the Pecos Va- resentatives at the Capitol,
by tne Juniors.
without allowing tbe sir to osoape.
him
iiuncinraj
to
a
In
mitting
open Wo have hundred of letters from satisfied customers
that he could not make such a report
hearing
Colonel D. C. Collier, dlrecto- - gen If
In a characteristic style of gracious lleyAlbuquerque Jbu'ii!.
beenimmrJed uponce
he was an honest man and 'hat I court Mr. Bursum immediately filed mstntlnirthatthelrMrshaveonly
punaiur mt rips "P
Robert P. Ervien, canlldute o:t the eral of the San Diego
o um wiiui'i mmxun. 'i noy wwifD no more tun
rim stria "M"
hospitality, Miss Ruth Laughlin enterExposition of would not make it. I told him that suit for an accounting.
The applica- an u,i
ordinary tire, the puncture resisting niinllih's bain
rim outtln
This
of
ticket
for
commissioner
Republican
to
two
tained
Santo Domingo yester Bursum was not "a thief" and I tion for the appointment of a referee aivon by several layers ot thin, specially prepare
1915, went
charming young ladles who
outlast anyj. ether
fabrlo on the tread. The regular price of these tin
are visiting in Santa Fe. They were public lands, arrived from Santa Fe day per auto, and crossed the La Ba- - warned him that to
a iu.uu pur pair, nut rora'iverti9inir pnrposeg we sre
the
pro- came up In open court for a hearing
ABV
attempt
RIDING.
Miss Davis of Denver, Colorado, who last night. Accompanied by Attorney jada Hill, which he said is a splendid cedure he had in mind as it would re and I was named by the court as such making a special factory price to the rider of onlyM.Wpernnlr
Alt order. html sama
Is a guest of Miss Laughlin, and Miss A. B, Henelian, of Santa Fe, Mr, Er piece of work. He declares the road act
until yo
I secured a leave
referee.
conclusion
of
the
this
him.
At
of
ab
upon
March, sister of Surveyor General vlen left on the cut-of- f train for Clovli over the hill is In fine condition. Col. Interview Hagerman
me sence from the then, acting governor,
dismissed
John W. March. There were about where both are scheduled for speeches Collier is an experienced automo-billst-, from his office
with the words "BY the late J. W. Rnynolds, accepted the
forty-fivguests and they played at a Republican rally to be held thers
having been one of the first to OOD I CAN'T MAKE YOU BELIEVE
qualified as required by
drive a car of bis own on the Pacific HE IS A THIEF. YOU NEED NOT appointment,
cards until the late hours of the after tonight. Albuquerque Journal.
law and made a thorough examinanoon. This was the first social event
slope,
1911.
MONDAY, OCTOBER 3
MAKE THE REPORT, BUT I WILL tion reducing the same to a state IF YOU NEED
which has been given at the Laughlin
Octaviano Perea of Lincoln, well- Henry W. Taft, brother of Presi GET SOMEONE THAT WILL MAKE ment and report. Before going Into
residence since its completion, and known as ah Interpreter, is a Santa Fe dent Taft, passed Lamy yesterday on IT."
court with this statement and report
the house was artistically decorated visitor.
his way from Cincinnati to Santa
The Colorado Expert,
I submitted the same to Mr. R. 0.
In autumn colors and pink berries,
nominee Barbara, California.
Elfego Baca, Republican
CYCLE COMPANY, CHICAGO, ILL.
Immediately thereafter Hagerman Oortner, the same district attorney
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tbs people In January, 1911, and ap- - Journment of the legislature propoi- proved by the President of the United lng such amendment or amendment!
or at auch special election to be held
States, l. as follows:
not less than six months after the
legislature, at
adjournment of said
or such time as said legislature may by
An
flection
it me .nine oe
nMnlM
thla nnnnt I t Inn n n V jaw provide,

'

or
time to read (hem beforehand,
upon the suggestion of some Interest
ed political worker at the polls, to de
termine how tbey should vote upon
each amendment, by number, nn the
ballot
The plan Is manifestly unreason
able and dangerous.
The present Constitution contains
a fair, reasonable and practical plan
for future amendment whenever a
majority of the people ln the State
and in half ot the counties may desire to change It.
It Is a plan which Is In accord with
principles of the Constitution of the
United States, and makes the New
Mexico Constitution as easy of amendment as are the constitutions of a
majority ot the most prosperous
states ln the Union.
It Is the New Mexico plan, prepared
and adopted by the votes of nine- tenths of the delegates In the Const!
tutlonal Convention and already rati- Bed by the people by an overwhelm-

The Human Heart
The heart 1$ wonderful double pump, through the
action of which the blood itretm is kept weeping
round and round through the body at the rate ot seven
miles an hour. "Remember this, that our bodies
will not stand the strain of over-wor- k
without food,
pure blood any more than the engine can run smoothly without oil." After many years of study in the
active practice of medicine, Dr. R. V. Pierce found
that whet the stomach was out of order, the blood
Impure and there were symptoms of general break
down, a tonic made of the glyceric extract of certain
roots was the best corrective. This be called

"
be proposed In either house of the
Mexico, their possibilities of develop- - egiBiature or at any regular session thereon .uch amendment or amend811811
a Part of tnl
Decom
ment"
ment under a prudent and economical thereof and If
s
of all mem- If two or more amend-peopladministration and the needs of the Der, eIected to eacb o( the two houses tHutton.
nts are proposed, they shall be so
as he understood these needs. votmg .eparately, shall vote In favor
He outlined his platform upon every thereof aucn proposed amendment ""bmltted so as to enable the electors
important issue, and said what the or amndment shall be entered on 10 vote n eacn of them separately;
Doonle might exnect from him if they th-- i.
.i. with the Provided, that no amendment shall
m.w,ii
Dr.
Golden
elected him governor.
He said that yea, and nay, thereon; or any amend- - VP1' to or affect the provisions of
Discovery
I( elected he would be the governor ment or amendments to this constitu- - Sections one and three of Article VII
made
without
Being
tlve
ana
on
franchise,
ilcohol, this " Medictl Discovery " helps the stomach to
of all the people of New Mexico tlon mav k. nronosed at the first hereof'
He Told the Truth.
assimilate the food, thereby curing dyspepsia.
It is especially adapted to diseases
ten or
XII
officials regardless of party affiliation, race or rteunar aeaion of the
Was one of our
legislature elons oneight and unlessArticle
attended with excessive tissue waste, notably in convalescence from various
it be pro-education,
He meant what he helQ aft6r the
for
thoae
who
and
telling the truth or did he Just guess religious creed.
are always " catching oold."
expiration of two year Hof. vote
fevers,
people
of the
of three-fourth- s
from the past when he said the Demo- - uid, and he will be Just that kind of from the tlme thl8 constitution goes P0Bd
Dr. Pierce's Common Sense Modioal Advisor is sent on reoeipt of 31 one-eehouse
to
each
and
elected
members
a
cloth-boungovernor.
d
cratio primaries were only a sham,
book of 1008 pages. Address Dr.
lnt0 effect or at tbe regular session
stamps for the French
ie ratlfled by a T,ote ,ot tn vvJe ot
R. V. Fierce, No. 663 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
Judge Fall told of some of the work o the legislature
Did he know or was he only guessing
convening eacb
In an election at which at
- of
Mexico
of
rotNew
the
was
madelegation
If
a
the
he
,th"
said
and
when
"'fte
county ring
thereafter,
a(ghtn
year
three-fourths
of the electors Totv
mr. than Democrats before the House Commit- - ..... .n
j t ,., least
and at least
those now accused guilty, of fraud? tee on Territories at Washington last of
two houBeg votmg separately ln ln the whole state
nothing more should be desired by.mers Burkhart at home attending to
m
oi tuu.e yuuu
He men reiateo tne nistory
if ha dM nnf know he spring.
mM
i
t. in fpvnr count5r ln the
hn
his own business Instead of sending
It assures stability ot government the prohibitionists.
hsI1 vote for ucn
"tat
was making some good guesses. Tu- - of the whole fight upon Mr. Bursum, tnereoIi ,ucn proposed amendment
"Inferentlally, at least, the Blahop'hlm gallvanting over the state with
and safeguards the civil, religious, poand n told the facts without mine- - or amndments shall be entered on amendment.
cumcarl News.
declared
ballot'
'blue
the
the "reliable" Flood to whoop things
against
mg matters.
'"Section 2. Whenever, during the litical and property tights of the peoMany ot tne voters 01 their resnectlve journals
with the
amendment, wben he said, 'what we
for Dan Grant's man McDonald?
this precinct have changed their yeaa an nay thereon. The secretary first twenty-liv- e
years after the edor P'8 aBaln8t the chances of sudden want Is a stable constitution, not one up
McDonald Is Chief Mourner.
bosses forsooth! Who was
ana
Party
"
been
'
the
have
since
facts
In
prethe
opinion
of
tlon
"?an"'
candidates
leglsla-dI.cal,
this
constitution,
Watch the Republican
of state ghall cause any such amendyoung
,D0UW adopt the Blue Ballot Ameno- that can be tinkered by every tin tin- It that rammed the "bright
three-fourth-s
of
vote
a
the
ture,
to
be
Union county when you meet with sented. Alamogordo News.
by
amendments
ment or
published
kerer that happens to want to tinker lawyer" down the throats of an unm at least one newspaper in every member, elected to each house, or
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Sandoval County than Felix
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Martinez, now of El Paso
'
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Vayside Jottings.

Henry Drayfus, candidate on the Re- publican ticket tor .herift of Socorro
rnuntv with havlnor nulled down and
trampled under food, the American
flag.
Mr. Drayfus was for nineteen years
a soldier In the regular army ot the
United Suites and is the son of a
Union soldier ot the Civil War, who

When Going

They talk about Hagerman making Fuilonlsts Wers Too Slow.
It is inaK- participated in many oi us names.
a fiaht on H O. Bursum.
The district court at Albuquerque
This Is swhat Mr. Drayfus has writ-th- e :
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E, Wood of
Boy Burglars Under
Ar-th-e
personality and ability, - quorque, the Democratlo Organ, and
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It
time
Impliquashing
countie.,
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Albuquerquo
Following
it
acmotion store on Sunday and Tuesday Drumm and, Sellers are undertaking bate cetk ot salldoval county to
Socorro, New Mexico,
M. this long needed Improvement
ticket tne ald.
ncei)t aud pla(,e u)lon thenominations
nights, were taken before Judge C.
October 25,1911.
It they pull It
rjemocr8tlo bushwhacker
Bayne this morning and bound ovef their "own hook" and
Bursum snd Hagermsn,
Editor, Albuquerque Morning Jourunder a $200 bond each for appear oft they will receive the cordial thanki for senator and representative for the
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of
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at
age
Holm O. Bursum,
Dat Albuquerque, N, M,
ance before the grand Jury which f the motoring public.
district comprising Sandoval ana kio years, was left alone in tne worm,
sir:
convenes next March.
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 1, 1911. Arriba counties.
bis parents dead and without a centi My attention has been called to
Arretted tor Drunkenness.
'
Trespasses on National Forest.
or a ,liend- - He has worke1 oa tM your issue ot the 24th Inst,, In which
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Blake Franklin, district law officer
At Rio Medio.
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for the forest service has returned East Las VegaB for drunkenness.
Jlron, i restaurant for his meals, as a irvlSUL HntA fni shortly nf Rnnnrrn nvintv whn
M. A. Ortiz.
Esqulpula
from Roswell, where he attended the
Girl Fatally Burned.
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Fred
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government
un.
" curBed It ttnd trodden on it."
in a store, m
held a very enthusiastic
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from the refusal ot a number of grat- McKlnley county, was fatally burned
himself by studying
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attended. An amusing
Raton Girl Burned to
(he BQn fl( an Am6rlcaI1 g6ldler who
the cases of erasing trespass arose
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for
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against
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It easy for Hag
don,. was burned to death wwie visit the same evening and also gave a pull and money made
a soldier in the regular United StateB
NEW MEXICAN BUILDING OR UNION DEPOT
gTaslers, It having been found that
with relatives at Medford, Oregon. dance, but the Republicans declare erman to get social prominence, easy
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ot Thomas E. Curtln.
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1
their
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sired results. At this term of court,
four-fifth-s
Thomas E. Curtln, at one time
of the people In St. Petersburg where he associated
one man pleaded guilty, and Judgment resident of Santa Fe, a native of New getting
with the Russian "nobility." Hager-- Pduc a witness or any one who
It.
to
was given in four caBes. Two of the Jtrsev and aged 37 years, died at Pojuaque
man never made a dollar. His par- - wl 8sn n' nur, to a letter or
four were restrained by Injunction, Colorado
ents left him bis fortune. The very "tatement, reiterating upon his own
where he had spent
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the
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of
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without
Hagerman
Keep
forests
using the national
money he Is spending today In an ef- - personal knowledge the charge you
the past nine years.
Valley.
permit.
fort to ruin, disgrace and defeat Holm hove made against me. If your read-- r
Hold-Up- s
at Raton.
and of his friend.. The men who VIGOROUS BULL MOVEMENT
The Democratic bosses, who pushed
Five Candidates for Sheriff.
iho fori,, ne. left era are Interested In this matter, thev
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' d.,
held
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conFORCES UP PRICES.
are supporting H, O. Bursum resent
Contractor Frank Jeralds
the slate through the Santa Fe
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in
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relieved
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and
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tar more
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does
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Ivan
what Cheer
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for they
than he
by Banking Intereitt
A. Hughes and H. J. Hagerman,
Carrliozo, being tne fifth to announce
manner ot a man H, O. Bursum ls.
er, was arrested at Raton on the having even greater grief than they,
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New Paper at Gallup.
sales agent for the Swastika Coal Democratic party together and
who are fighting Bursum, there is
The GalluD Independent is a new
reMnf
wUh fea) menthe men who claiming to be an eye witness of any
touch
he
..
most
New York, N. Y., Nov.
Company.
me tAJIlirui mcj
. H( - anil led '
s
nn net no thnt whli.1i vn Ku on not one man enough, big enough, brave
weekly newspaper at the Carbon City.
I,.h., j ,.,
to get out Into tho open and vigorous bull movement of several
Granted a Divorce.
W. H. Hanne is the editor and manboldly charged me with. I am ready enough
impered
youth.
months occurred today. The Impulse
Mrs. Erma M. Grounds was grant
say:
ttlA RflS- - Uhail annh o atotumonl la maa ,
WA Afxn't lrfinnr wTlPfhpr
ager.
" . .
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ntlAT
"I have no political enemies to given to speculation by the governed a divorce from John M. Grounds
.
wall"7,DMv,rrf
sthfne- - In R rA.
It
in nun
Two Deaths at Las Vegas.
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r
Pft-nVH
In
"
ill.
of
Uaaanon lli.a.
and no political friends to ment's attitude toward the American
Arthur R. Kingsbury, aged 37 years, at Albuquorque on the ground
"""" uu ,l
' ucueve mat you owe H to your punish
The lev and his family his parents for
was
tobacco
plan
died at Las Vegas of tuberculosis. abandonment and
ln word ,rom the reRt patrlBrch ', waders and to me to give this letter reward." Albuquerque Herald.
or
marrted-lived
In the Matter of the Mogollon Road. strengthened
Harold, he is not
the unexpectedly
by
mMrs. Cresoencia Sandoval, In the same two children, Mildred and
th
Bame
aiy
pr0mlnence
perhe
ha.
and
The committee
appointed for the good showing of United States steel
city, succumbed to a stroke of paraly- were entrusted to the defendants many year,
"
uave
our unJU8t cnarge against
J"-sonal strength or following it would H
"
ire.
sis. A son survives her.
the trT.th mB and that you would not mallcIous. purpose ot examining said road report for the last quarter, and operations
Hagerman or
home
In
his
be
would
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fn ihu Inner ennont nraw. .nlaJ nn
seem
it
follows:
that
Estate Must Pay Back Taxes.
Broke Leg In Three Places.
u.or y and wantoniy lnjure me,
lougui io siriKB noiue,
Mogollon, N. M., Dec. 11, 1S9S.
Gus Thompson, employed at the
vigorously. The demand for stocks
m tne recos vaiiey wuere tney anow
A Judgment was handed down in
"
Very truly,
To the Honorable
But for some reason, which the
Board of County was Increased by the extensive short
, '
Seven Lake Oil Field, Valencia coun- the district court of Sandoval county,
HENRY DRAYFUS.
(Signed)
Democratic boss from San Miguel and
Commissioners, County of Soccorro, covering and prices were forced upThis is what the Record published:
ty, had his leg broken In three places compelling Emiiia M. Perea, adminis from El Paso have failed to
figure
Falsehood Can Not Win.
Socorro, N. M.
ward in every quarter.
in a runaway near Chaves. He was tratrix, and Ab I E. Perea administra
"There should be a greater appre
Gentlemen Your committee, the unout to their complete satisfaction,
As prices mounted higher, bull opHad the enemies of H. O. Bursum,
taken to the hospital at Gallup.
tor, of the estate of Pedro Perea, de Hagerman is not wanted as a cam- - ciation of the DIGNITY OF LABOR,
having been duly appointed erators redoubled their efforts to
ay the atrugge o( manklnd ls t0 the Republican nominee for governor dersigned honorable
Doming Gets Synod,
ceased, to pay to the territory of New paigner In his home county.
board at the No- force in
lavoId work t0 put ,t upon others,' been able to base their fight against by your
the short interest. Report,
The Presbyterian Synod of New Mexico back taxes
for the years
inB
"
"
we no soon- - him on facts Instead of a desire for vember meeting to examine and
that banking Interests were advising,
has said,
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sentiment.
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report:
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sen moderator.
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Another Murder In Chaves County.
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examined the same and find that tht
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Luis Rodriguez, a sheep herder was
and lifted materially, especially St.
But H. O. Bursum is the man, who road ls In a
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condition.
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good
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T
h
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Instantly killed at Dunlap, Chaves, B, Patterson of Santa Fe,
Mt and Justice on his side and We further find that the grade, of the Paul, wfilch advanced to above 109.
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yesterday where
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avoid - hard
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county, by Clarence Robb, aged
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H 0 BurBunlj at me beginning form to the route as surveyed by W. to 3
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thought
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portant
Rodriguez
declaring
prove a
charge against him to congratulate the county upon the stocks were up between 1 and 2
tours, in other directions.
each child's mind, Is that education be true. single
ted criminal assault on bis 38 year old er for New Mexico. Mrs. S. C. Nut speaking
He told them that he wa. excellent selection of the route for points with business becoming broad
He may get Into the Pecos Yalley Is
feeble-mindeone's
for
work
to.
enlarge
sister, Etta Robb. Ball ter appeared on the program as state
capacity
this fight with clean hands, which the locating engineer ls entitled er and moro active as prices adlong enough TO VOTE.
and not to relieve the necessity for It entering
president for New Mexico and
was set at $2,000.
without malice, with no political en to great credit. In addition hereto vanced.
believe that we will only do our
"I
The San Rafael Murder.
) flcio vice president ot the National
)
'
and no political we wish to state that we are personalBonds were firm.
Hagerman Losing Them Votes.
full ilniv in nnraol traa mm Mniiri.vman emies to punish
Torlblo Garcia, of San Rafael, Va- W. C. T. U,
ly acquainted with the road as fur aB
American Tobacco sixes gained a
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Judging
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was to tie up with this Hagerman
manly state-Oterfact that lt Is the IDLER, not the toll-- 1
ing bis sixteen year old wife, to whom SANTO DOMINGO PUEBLOS
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amount ot work and labor necessarily
Urgent buying seemed to have been
bunch," Is what the Democratic eFi Wh0 Js a DISGRACE.
In disseml- - ment characteristic of H. O.
he was married only recently. His
HOLD GREAT POW WOW
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construction
the
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cnmDleted for thn time beln? And
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mother was also arrested. The deed
of
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consisting
something
wbose
prioeg eased otf a fracUon wltn Bpefl.
realize too late, that Hagerman Is an. The mother may aid when she
parents, died when he was 12
was. committed, It is alleged because
miles In length that the same upon!uIatlon
They Have Heard Rumors That Clinbecoming very dull. Amerl-- a
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not
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Rumor of a government
At Deming, the other night, the merely waits the time when he can violent, unprincipled and untruthful
suit
Engineer Killed,
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ly expended, that the road If kept in
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practical route and be of a
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The fight against H. O. Bursum ia
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gineer was killed, A. Brault ot Albu- peiintendent Clinton J. Crandall, is
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